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THE ONLY NEWSPAPER

RESERVE ADVOCATE

PUBLISHED IN
CATRON COUNTY,
VOL.
Old-Time-

r

N. M.

THREE DOLLARS

1

Talks Politics.

Mr. Editor:
I have noticed in your
last two issues that your paper is
lnfawrofan early jonvention
to nominate county candidates.
Many of us, who have been
in this section for years, feel the
same way. We have .decided that
this being the first election in
our new county, that we should

5

A YEAR

RESERVE,

Old-Time- r.

Garden spots are being cleaned
and
prepared for spring
vegetables. With the excellent
season in the ground Reserve
expects to raise its own vegetables this summer and have a
surplus to dispose of to its less
fortunate neighbors,
The Horse Springs neighbor
trip, and 1140 persons were hood hail an epidemic of light
lost and only 335 save. P. H. "flu" the last few days. The
O'Boyle, who now lives eight attacks were light, but there
miles northeast of Reserve, was were two deaths of infants
a sailor on this vessel on its initial among the native people.
trip and also at the time the Jasper Ratliff left Monday
steamship was wrecked.
morning for the Nigarete ranch
The replica of the vessel is the country, where he will clean out
work of Mr. O'Boyle, and the and repair the trail road to the
entire modeling and work on the Aug. Kiehne ranch.
ship was done by hand, the only
Rev Father Albert Canova, of
tool used being a pocket knife.
held services at the
Monticello,
It is a work of art and shows
Catholic church at Frisco Sunday
vast
took
a
it
nut only
that
Plaza Mondatf;
amount of time but also that and at the Lower
He
was
at
Tuesday
Aragon
"Pat," as he is called by his! where he also held services
in
intimate friends, also has a vast
the
church
at
that
place.
amount of patience. Beside the
Creel and
Merl
small
e
vessels
other
Hulse,
are
ship4he-rPyert
all the .work of Mr. O'Boyle and W. T. Trotter, of the Gila ranch
his pocket knife, and all are so country, were in town Saturday
true to life, that you can almost and Sunday after supplies. They
smell the salty breezes of the brought in a bunch of pack
ocean as you look at the vessels. animals and their outfit looked
like an army commissary train
while dated when they left for home.
Dr. Parham, of Mogollon, was
Saturday, goes to press Thursday
afternoon. This enables us to in town Saturday, called here by
reach the different post offices the illinss of Dr. Harper and
by Saturday, Advertisments and J. R. Gaunt.
matter for publication must be in
Andy Higgins, janitor at the
the office Thursday morning to court house, is back on the job
insure appearing in the paper of after a rather severe attack of
that week.
"flu", and Andy says the spell
he
had was not so light either
T Leo
and
Frank
McAfee
The editor had the pleasure of
'DoegyjLindsey made a business
trip to Magdalena last week. making a trip down the Frisco
several miles below Reserve
Lots of colds and
Saturday afternoon. He was
"flu" in this section the past surprised at farming conditions
ten days, but no serious cases. down the valley. Every farmer
All are getting along nicely and was busily engaged in preparing
theepidemic, if it was an
for spring planting. The land is
demic, has run its course
in excellent condition and with
left no bad after effects.
the careful preparations that are
H. T. Mayberry, one, of the being made, we are assured that
cattle men of the San the valley farmer will reap a
e
AuRUBtine plains, spent several rich reward for their labor this
season.
days in town this week.

Ship Ahoy

CATRON

Good Fruit Year For
Will Install Shale
the Entire United States
Oil Extracting Plant

An oil extraction plant will be
installed at Farmingtun in the
very near future. Great beds of
oii shale are found in that section
and it is claimed that 41 gallons
of high grade oil can be obtained
from each ton of shale.
This experiment will be watched
with great interest by residents
be careful who we nominate for of the northern part of Catron
office, and more careful whom county. There are vast fields of
we elect. An early convention shale in that section. If the
will give us an opportunity to Farmington
experiment is a
look well into the merits of the success we can look for a number
candidates, and see for ourselves of extractingplants in this county
whether they would muke the before the summer is over.
kind of officers we desire to look
$200,000,000 Short
after our public business. What
we want is honest, competent
Washington, March 28. On the
officers, men who will stand for basis i f reported collection of
economy in county affairs, and income and profits taxes of the
who will attend to the affairs of March 15 installment, a shortage
the county in the same careful of $200,000,000 in the estimated
economical manner in which they revenues from these sources for
look after their own business.
the calendar year 1922, was
An
estimated today by the treasury
' There is on exhibition at the
Reserve Mercantile Company, a
replica of the steamship "Atlantic." This steamer was launched
t Belfast. Ireland, in 1875. and
made her first voyage from that
port. The Atlantic was wrecked
in Halifax harbor on her fourth

up

old-tim-

The
Washington,
outlook for what farmers call
"a good fruit year" is promising
in most parts of the United States
according to reports made public
today by the weather bureau.
Although fruit is not out of
danger from freezes in the north
half of the country the general
belief is that now spring is really
here America can look forward
to fruit in abundance.
March

28.

COUNTY.

NEW

MEXICO, APRIL

We Sell

NO NEED OF WEEPING
NO. 50

countay has enough coal in the
sheds to last the country ninety
days. We are not worrying in
this neck of the woods as we
Double Wedding
have enough fuel on the forest
A
double
was reserve
wedding
to last our people for
solemnized at Aragon last Wed
the next hundred years and then
nesday. The high contracting some.
Natividad
parties were Miss
Archuleta and Rufugio Najar,
No Jury Term.
Miss
and
Luiza Archuleta
It is now certain that we will
and Frank Peralta all of Aragon,
have a spring term of district
Rev. Father Albert Canova. of
court for Catron county. Court
Monticello, officiating.
will convene on the 12th of April
the third Monday of the month.
We publish in this issue a com
No jury will beempanneled and
a
munication from
only non jury case tried. At
prominent resident' and large the fall term of court in October
tax payer of Catron county. both a
grand and petit jury will
"Old Timer" is in favor of early be
drawn.
conventions this year and an
opportunity to become acquainted Bonus Bill Passes House.
with the prospective candidates!
The soldier bonus bill passed
for county officers. Many are of the
lower house by a vote of 333
the same opinion. They all say to
70, and now goes to the senate
that what this country needs, at for action. What will
happen to
its first election since the creat it in the senate is
problematical
ion of the county, is not so much
but house proponents will use
a political machine, as competent
everv effort to prevent it from
honest and efficient officials, All
being shelved.as was the original
agree on this point.and we belive bonus measure.
that when our conventions mee.t
that that idea will prevail. This
Go to El Paso.
is as it should be. When ever the
voters of any county have this Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Gaunt left
idea firmly established in their for El Paso Wednesday morning
Mr. Gaunt will take
minds they are goin.fr to nominate where
and elect officials that will be an treatment
under one of the
honor to the ctfunty.' TThere prominent physicians of the Pass
never was in the histoVy tf..the City. .Mr. Gaunt has been quite
state, as well as the; mfferfit poorly for some time and if is
counties, as many "independent expected the change of climate
voters as at the present time, and altitude, with the treatment
and the party that pick their of an eminent specialist,
will
men carefully, and pledge them soon restore him to his usual
to strict enforcemt of economy health. They were accompanied
and lower taxation, will be the by Mrs. Barfield
and
little
winners, not only in this county daughter, who will remain with
but also in the state at large. them at El Paso until their
Let's have our political conven- return.
tions early. Nominate our best
men for office, and thus, ensure
Preaching Sunday
an hones, economical adminstrat-ioRev. J. D. Henry will hold
for our new county of Catron services at the school house Sun

First National Bank
Magdalena, New Mexico

5 per cent paid
on time deposits

The

largest

Financial Institution in Socorro County

YOUR PATRONAGE

SOLICITED

"

"

"Old-Time-

Baby Says- -

fa

y

)

fii Baby
F00D

M

"I can't always ask for what I want
but I let you know when I get
what I want."
What baby wants most of all is the
loving care of Mother, especially
when Mother is aided by the baby
necessities that we can supply. Our
entire line of baby goods is made
up of the products of manufacturers who have long recognized that

Purity Is Essential
We have always used the utmost
care in handling goods in this de-

partment. Careful mothers can do nothing
wiser than to come here for baby foods, nursing bottles, nipples, soaps, sponges, powders,
and those internal and external remedies
Jong associated with the care of the baby.

for
Everything Baby Needs

n

All
and evening.
Reserve and vicinity had a day, morning
are cordially invited to attend.
good rain the latter part of last
week followed by several sun- Gilly Luna, of Albuquerque,
shiny, warm days, which brought and who also is in charge of the
the alfalfa and wheat ont in Otero ranch on the east side of
good shape, and also budded the
county, was looking after
many peach trees along the business
matters in Reserve
valley. If frost does not catch us, Sunday and Monday.
we can look for a fair c;op of
Mrs. Jimmie Pierce is back at
fruit in this section this season
her position as assistant cashier
Claud Medley, of Magdalena, of the Reserve State Bank after
was a Reserve visitor Monday.
a severe attack of la grip.
E.
a
Otis
Watson,
prominent Garden Seed. Garden Seed,
ranchman of the Tularosa sec- the best at Turk's
tion, was in town Monday on
Roy McLure, of Dallas Texas,
business connected with the set- is in town this week, and will
tlement of the estate of J. W. make an extended visit with his
Andrus, deceased.
sister, Mrs. T. C. Turk.

GAUNT'S PHARMACY
Reserve, New Mexico.

J. GRANT,
The Plumber
MAGDALENA

SOCORRO

Fixtures
Steam Fitting
Bathroom and Toilet Furniture

Plumbing.

Judge Florencio Jlron held an If you want to make your
adjourned term of probate court garden as uccess this season buy
Monday.
your garden seed at T, C. Turk's

Everything"

Bank of Magdalena
Extends every accommodation consistent
With StrongConservative Banking

MAKE IT YOUR BANK

the Best Goods Obtainable at the Lowest Possible Prices

I ReSerVe,

H

in

WORLD SMILES WITH YOU

1922,

Beyond doubt by the time this
paper reaches our readers, the
biggest coal strike in the history
of the country will be on. Every
effort on the part Of the operators
have been spent to prevent the
strike, but with out avail. It will
be a strike of great magnitude
and a real endurance test between
the owners of the mines and the
miners. It is estimated that the

Reserve Mercantile '..Co.
"Dealers

1,

AND THE

The Coal Strike

3

19

SMILE

Come in and See our Stock

feW MeXiCO

The Strongest'Bank with'the Largest
Deposits in Socorro County

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

Moving

a Mountain Out of

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

BLOUSE HAS CALLI SPENT HALF HER
TIME IN BED

Favoritism Shown Suits Means Introduction of a shell edge Is note
worthy, and adds a good touch to
Demand for Waists.
these models. The radium numbers
Colored Batiste, Dimity and Gingham
Are Used Tiny Pin Tucks

Are Featured.

Fanner's Wife Tells How- - Lydia E,
Pffikham's Vegetable Compound
Made Her a Well Woman

often show magpie combinations, the
shell edge effected through tlie black
couching.

Carter's Creek, Term. ' ' Three years
ago I was almost an invalid. I spent.
naif of my tune in
bed, being afflicted
with a trouble which,
women of a certain
age are apt to have.
I took Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable
Tablets
Compound
and used Lydia E.
Pinkham's Sanative
Wash. I am a well
woman no w and have
been for two years.
I can work as well as
any one who is younger and as I am a
farmer's wife I have plenty to do for I
cultivate my own garden, raise many
chickens and do my own housework.
You may publish this letter as I am
ready to do anything to help other
women as I have been so well and happy
since my troubles are past. "Mrs. E.T.
Galloway, Carter's Creek, Tenn.
Most women find ulentv to do. If
thev are unset with some female ailment
and troubled with such symptoms as
Mrs. Galloway had, the smallest duty
seems a mountain.
If you find it hard to keen up, if you
are nervous and irritable, without ambition and out of sorts generally, give the
Vegetable Compound a fair trial. We
believe it will help you greatly, for it
has helped others.

THE ORIENTAL SPORT SMOCK

With the marked favoritism which
shown
the tweed and
being
suit for spring, blouse
homespun
manufacturers specializing In cotton
waists are anticipating a big business,
stutes a fashion writer.
the fubrlcs stressed Is
Among
colored
blouses
of tills
batiste,
medium
collars
having hand-mad- e
and cuffs of white. The contrast
of the rose or sky blue blouse proper
with the white collar and cuffs Is
most springlike. Some of the collars
feature hand-drnw- n
work and hand
blocking, while the bodice sections are
both plain and tucked.

pr;ii

is

With color a prime factor In spring
developments, it Is only fitting that
blouses should be offered in equally
Tfr wfc'oct.
i...rt.,..Af,j..rtw.a.J
imfr
rJw:c
Colored dimities are
gay shades.
One of the most colossul engineering feats ever under ttiken 13 now under way in Mo de Janeiro, Brazil. The
Morro de Cnstello, a mountain In the heart of the city, la being removed and the substance of It Is being used to given a place of importance In this collection, and are accorded varied treatmake a three-milextension to the city In the bay.
ments.
Bosom front effects are well
liked, the yoke defined with hemstitched lines. Plaited edges are emHOI
MMttM
for embellishment, and outline
ployed
Finder of $7 in 1865
collars of dog's ear and regulation
Now Makes Restitution
type as well as smartly tailored turnback cuffs. An orchid color blouse
treated In this manner Is most atConneautvlllf, I'a. Henry C.
tractive.
Moulthrop of Conneautville has
received a most remarkable "conGingham Is a medium also chosen
science" letter from the neigh
for trimming purposes, and Is effectown of Albion.
It Is
boring
tive combined with dimity. The gingRecords More Accurately the Air laboratory contemplates a further
from a man who says he Is h
ham is seen In such color combinato ascertain the pressure on difstudy
veteran
Civil
of
nnd
war
the
ex
tions as black and white, red and
Pressure of Certain Surferent parts of wing and tall surfaces
on
plains that
returning from
white, green and white and black and
at very high speed, in nn effort to
faces of Planes.
In
18G5
the war
he was "broke."
white.
learn, If possible, the causes of several
In a "grocery and beer shop" in
The gingham forms edgings for col
accidents which occurred In aviation
Conneautville he found a pocket-boo- k
lars und cuffs, and also serves ns a
races, where the planes were making
containing $7 and a card
finish for tucks decorating the front
TELLS OF RESULTS ACHIEVED very high speeds nnd for which no
Indicating that it was the propsections of the blouse. An
cause has ever been determined.
erty of V. Moulthrop.
blouse, done in white, has collar and
He
now
to
desires
restimake
cuffs of contrasting color, showing pin- Important Facts Determined by Use of
Velette, a new and interesting m
tution to the son of the man who
BLAME WIRELESS FOR SPOOKS
tucked treatments, tlie finest of pin terlal with the luster of silk, is used
This Device Will Prove of Great
owned the pocketbonk.
He adds
tucks being chosen for this purpose.
to great advantage in the creation of
Value to Science of
$1 for Inteiest, which
hardly
In the silk numbers which this this
Fire Underwriters See Stations as
Aeronautics.
sport suit. The wide sleeves lend
meets
the
interest requirements,
house is showing radium silks and a bit of the oriental to it. A hat of
Explaining Scare in Antigonish
but tlie recipient thinks he can
Nova
Scotia.
are
mediums
the
pongee
County,
stressed, and wool and straw completes the outfit.
Washington. A new manometer or
stand the loss.
It is stated that pongee Is in par
instrument for recording air pressure
S.
of
The
N.
Halifax,
proximity
tlcularly high favor with buyers. Tlu
on wing and tuil surfaces of airplunes
PINK SHADES, SPRING MODE
Is the latest explanation
at different points simultaneously has radio stations
been designed and developed by P. 11. of Antigonish county spooks, which to undertake an investigation of the
have driven Alex MacDonald and mystery.
CHARMING FOR SPRING WEAR Coqullle One of the New Tints Prom
Norton, an engineer of the Lnngley
ised for Season of the Early
Memorial laboratory at Lnngley field, funilly from home and baffled InvestBlossoms.
Calf Hops Like Rabbit.
Virginia, It was announced by the na- igators.
Plre underwriters are discussing
tional advisory committee for neronuu-tics- .
Jefferson, Gn. A heifer calf born
Pink shades promise to be much In
suggestions that the mysterious fires here has only one eye, and no tail and.
the mode for spring, and among these
The first experiments were under- have been due to electric phenomena, although she boasts four well devel
coqullle pink Is spoken of as one of
taken by the laboratory for the navy caused by powerful wireless stations oped feet and legs,, hops like a rubblt
the new ones. Some French lingerie
Instead of walking like heifers are gen
department In order to detemlne the at Glace bay.
Several other families in Antigon- erally supposed to walk, Outside of
dresses shown in handkerchief linen
distribution of pressure over the horinnd batiste ure made In a deep rosy
zontal tall surfaces of an airplane and ish county are now reported to have that her owner, George Williamson,
shade of pink that is vastly becoming
to analyze the relation of this pres- been driven from their homes by mys- says she is u pretty good calf.
V
to the
sure to structural loads and longi- terious fires during the lust dozen
complexion of the
summer girl.
tudinal stability and were conducted yenrs.
Pest of Rabbits.
At the moment red is good for eve
on
Han
trancisco. juckruhhlts
are
Inquiries received here indicate a
planes In the air and on
small army of American newspaper overrunning the Farallone islands, out
models In the wind tunnels.
dresses
ning nnd the little
men Is preparing to follow Dr. Wa- side the Golden Gate, according to (,
Old Method Described.
that are shown In silks In various
weaves have a leaning toward reds
The old method consisted In using lter Franklin Prince, director of the P. Itixford of the government bureau
B horizontal
und vivid pinks.
tail surface Inside of American Institute for Scientific Re- of plant Industry, who has appealed for
which rubber tubes, connected with a search, who has accepted an Invitation aid to rid the islands of the animals.
The deep fuchsia tones fynve faded
series of holes on the surface, led to
into heliotropes and orchids for spring
a multiple liquid manometer.
The
and these colors are used in all types
several tubes of the manometer
of dresses from the plain frock made
of homespun, to evening modes, in
registered the pressure at each change
of speed or ulr pressure and the results
orchid beaded in dorker beads of
pale
possibly a little better poet than
were recorded by an automatic cam
tlie same tone,
Omar.
of
era which photographed the height
Young Shah of Persia Seems to
Ahmed Mlrza, shah of Persia, is only
the liquid In the tubes every few secSoft Fabrics for Coats.
Make Hit With Himself.
twenty-fou- r
years old and this, some
onds.
The use of pile fabrics for spring
say, may account for this opinion. He
To study various pressures In accelcoats, once launched as a hazard, has
knows English und Russian and talks
erated flights or "stunting," It was
now developed into a certainty. Day
Be- French fluently and accurately und
Impossible, to use the old liquid man- Admits His Stuff May Be Little
fashioned in the elaborate
coats,
lias been reported ns eager to learn
tter Than That of Omar Khayyam
ometer and consequently the new manmodes that are designed for formal
western ways and institutions.
Is Something of Linguist
ometer was developed, substituting the
wear, especially adopt these lovely
In appearance his majesty is short
deflection of metal diaphragms and a
Also Good Tennis Player.
soft textures, while many sport models,
and stout. He tukes a lively Interest
means of automatically recording their
A
pearl gray gown of crepe de chine striking out for a new means of ex
In sports, plays a good lawn tennis
deflection for the liquid manometer
London. The young shah of Persia
in order to encourage open Is decorated with steel beads. The hat pression, also enlist these fabrics.
and the camera respectively.
who recently left his capital, Teheran, game and, in
Persia, founded the Iin is of brightly colored straw with Taking the place of an altogether
Tells of Results Achieved.
for another trip to Europe, Is said to air sports
frosted balloons. Note the slashed new coat fabric Is spongeen, better
Among the results achieved by the hold a high opinion of himself as a periul Sports club at Telieran, placing
sleeves and how they are Joined at known as an Interpreter of suits and
a piece of crown land.
Its
at
disposal
Investigators lire :
poet. In fact, according to a story-toldresses.
His father, Mahomed All, lost his the wrist.
That the low average load per
here, he puts himself In a class
square foot on the usual type of tail with Omar Khayyam and considers throne in consequence of Ills attempts
plane doing steady lllght Is so small himself, If anything, n trltle better to stamp out the constitutional sys
tem in Persia and regain the absolutthat It could not in any conceivable thun his
great countryman.
ism of his ancestors.
way cause failure.
Is
a
London
the
told by
As
story
Ahmed, who was then in Ills twelfth
That the records taken of the same
for Matrons Who Desire in nnvy blue, whether cut box
a British minister at Teheran
fashion
was proclaimed sovereign In 1!0!) Suggestions
year,
pressures on tall surfaces in acceler- paper,
to Avoid Drawing Attention
on the shun ut the request of
called
or nipped In at the waist, often Is set
his
sent
was
and
exile
Into
on
there
father
demonstrated
that
ated flights
to
Avoirdupois.
off by a gilet design to go with It.
was no large Increase In these forces. English admirers of the great Persian the famous Island of Prinkipo, where
and asked that better care be President Wilson
Cotton homespun, ratine, plain and
A complete manometer for making poet
proposed that the alare
If you
plump:
of his grave at Nishnpur where, lies hold a conference with the Rus
plalded, ulone und combined with Jap
pressure distribution tests has been taken
corset.
a
Don't go without
anese silk, basket weave material, Rosent to the army air service engineer- as Omnr predicted, "the north wind sians, ns a part of the after-wa- r
pence
Don't wear figured or patterned ma man
senders roses on his tomb."
silk
striped mohair, crepe-kninegotiations.
ing laboratory at McCook field, Day- still
But the shnh could not be Impressed
He has been credited with having terials. wear materials that have a eponge, heavy linen, pongee and glng-- ton, Ohio, for experiment by army exDon't
hums
are among the fabrics which are
with this need. Persia, he declared, kept Persia from taking the side of
perts.
nap, are woolly, or have a sheen.
fashioning tlie waistcoats for the
It was also learned that the Langley had lots of poets nnd he, himself, was the central powers In the World war.
Don't wear light colors.
spring suits.
Don't show your waistline.
use
nar
wear
broad
Don't
panels
those gainfully employed.
The Hat Matches the Wrap.
They had
row ones.
1920
further to fall.
One of the pretty features of spring
kimono
sleeves.
wear
Don't
"What the results may have been
apparel for children, whether the ma
furs.
Don't wear
In 1921 can not yet be determined,
surterial used is cotton or wool, Is a hat
port of an exhaustive nation-widwide-brihats.
wear
Don't
showed that the country's 6.4S0,-00- because, while farmers ngaln suffered
or cap to match every dress or wrap.
Drop of $3,650,000,000 From vey,
look
Don't try to
youthful and for The same rule holds in
farmers in 1920 earned approxi- heavy losses, the rest of the country
regard to coats
Previous Year Is Shown.
and hats. It is quite the thing to have
mately $7,200,000,000 a drop of $3,- - also ran into a period of severe de get your style.
Don't wear fluffy dresses.
to
650,000,000 from their income for the pression."
a hut or cap match every wrap. For
Don't wear colored shoes and stock
year before.
example, a smart little coat of bright
Anrleulturist Earned Less In 1920
who
ings.
The farmers,
represent about LABRADOR
green velours Is accompanied by a hat
ESKIMOS
DYING
Don't
Ten
Last
worry.
In
the
16
of
cent
of the gainfully employed,
Than
Any
mude of the same fabric trimmed
per
Don't wear round neck lines.
Suffer
have received during the lust decade
Years. Survey Shower
simply with a fabric bund about the
Been
round
hats.
Have
wear
Don't
Exploited by Traders, Says
a share In the total nutional income
crown and with a smart little upstand
Heavily.
of
Governor
vice
Northern
varying between 12.3 per cent In 1911
ing feather at the back. The hat had
Greenland.
New York. The American farmer, and 17.4 in 1917 nnd 1918, until 1920,
crown and a stitched
THE EVER CHIC WAISTCOAT a
who rose to unprecedented heights when It dropped to 10.9 per cent.
brim that rolled a trifle. The popular
Copenhngen.--E8kImof Lnbrndor
of prosperity In 1918 nnd 1910, earned
The final figures for the total Income
Garment Adds Smartness as Well as polo cloth must have Its clever little
less in 1920 thun he has eurned in any In 1920 enn only be approximated, ow- appear to be a dying, or at least a de
tarn or hat with brim. English prints
Warmth to Outfit Many Deyear of the last ten, if bis income Is ing to the delay In publishing the in- teriorating race, says Harold Llndow,
will be accompanied by matching
Materials.
sirable
vice governor of northern Greenland,
reckoned In dollars having the same come tax returns.
of one style or another, or"When these figures are translated who hns just returned from a visit to
purchasing power as In 1913, accordfrocks will have ruffle- When the spring breezes blow back gandie
Eskimo
on
settlements
the
the
the
made
eastern
to
estimates
of
by
the
terms
of
Into
public
ing
purchasing power
the graceful folds of one's cape, the brimmed chapeaux of the same fabric,
nutional bureau of economic research. "1913," it Is again seen that the pur const of Labrador.
gay waistcoat disclosed to view be- ana so on.
Mr. Lindow said th
Eskimo
Iteckoneil In actual dollars pfrid to chasing power of the farmers was at
of neath is not only smartness but de
ns
In
not
did
Income,
tlie
farmer's
well
tiim
Its lowest ebb in 1920," says the re Labrador
1920,
with sirable warmth.
compare
Overblouses Are Long.
the Greenland Eskimo and that they
shown by the report, wns less than port.
flfcnnel suit for resort
The newest overblouse development
white
The
was
great(n three prev ious years, but
An official summnry of the report were in great need of protection. He wear is smarter witn a
s
nniiianiiy is a little less than
asserted that they were being exp'oited
er than In the seven years from 1910 adds :
waistcoat and the tweed suit length, quite full and gathered at the
colored
to 1910, inclusive.
"It will be seen that In 1920 the by unscrupulous traders and driven gains an added chic for a glimpse of waistline, with tailored or spilt peas
Tlie figures, taken from n detailed re farmers fell faster than the rest qf further north year after year.
a smart stripe. The more formal suit ant sleeves.
k nitjuiujiiocwiMujufoiiun-t-
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New Invention
Aid to Airmen

MMMj

VICTIMS
RESCUED
Kidney, liver, bladder end uric add
troubles are most dangerous be
cause of their insidious attacks.
Heed the first warning they give-that they need attention by taking

COLD MEDAL

The world's standard

remedy for these
disorders will often "ward off these diseases and strengthen the body against
further attacks. Three sizes, all druggists.
Look for th name Gold Medal on over? box
and accept no imitauon

MIIHIIlHHIIIIIMt

full-size-

Nothing Dangerous.
Wishing to swear out a warrant
against a man whom she alleged had

made menacing threats against her
life, an elderly negro woman recently
appeared at the prosecuting attorney's
office nnd told her troubles to the
clerk.
"And did he brandish any weapon
In your face?" questioned the clerk.
'Oh, no suh," answered the woman.
"He didn't have no weapon. He just
had nn ax." Kansas City Star.

semi-spo-

HE LIKES HIS OWN POEMS BEST

WOMEN

NEED

SWAMP-ROO- T

Thousands of women have kidne and
bladder trouble and never euspect it.
Women's complaints often Drove to he
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy
condition, they may cause the other or
gans to become diseased.
Fain in the back, headache, loss of ambition, nervousness, are often times symptoms of kidney trouble.
Don't delay starting treatment. Dr.
Kilmer's Swamn-Rooa nhvfliniAn'a nm.
scription, obtained at any drug store, may
be just the remedy needed to overcome
such conditions.
Get a medium or laree size bottle im
mediately from any drug store.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binihamton. N. Y.. for a
sample bottle'. When writing be sure and
mention tms paper. Advertisement.
New.

Nothing

"Speaking of automobile Johns W
'Yes," "I don't see any Improvelnent
In the 1!)22 models."

SOME "DONTS" FOR STOUT WOMEN

These blessings

find difficulty

In dlgulse
usually
in proving Identity.

Relief
Sure
FOR INDIGESTION
T2k

t,
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Bell-an-s

Hot

V

FARM LOSS IS VERY LARGE

water

Sure Relief
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OREGON

Famous Willamette
For
KYLER

Valley

Information and booklrt writ
& BLAKELY, Corv.Mli, Oragon

Clear Baby's Skin
With Cuticuri
Soap and Talcum
Soap 25c, Oiaunut 25

ud

50c, Talcom 25c
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HAPPENINGS
HI in the S3

BIG CITIES

WARNING

1

No Boring for Oil in Texas Graveyards

Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 22 years and proved safe by millions for
Headache
Neuralgia
Lumbago

Colds

Toothache
Earache
Accept only

which contains proper directions.
tablets Also bottles of 24 and 100 Druggists.

12
trade mark of Barer Manufacture of Monoaoetlcacldeeter of Ssllcrlletokl

DISTEMPER

AMONG HORSES Successfully Treated With

The railroad
AUSTIN, has declined
the application of H. It. Kerstetter of Mexla to
drill for oil and other minerals In the
Hancock and Bennett graveyards In
the Mexla oil fields. These two graveacres
yards contain two and
of land.
To grant the application, the comin Us decision,
mission announced
would amount to a desecration of
graves on land which is admitted by
all parties to be definitely located
graveyards and would be contrary to
"good order and propriety." At the

Spohn's Distemper Compound

FOR

Harrison Shepard

"I can say that Dr.
Golden Medical Discovery and

Elgin, Tenn.

Pirce's

the Pleasant

Pellets have been the

means of restoring my health. I was
weak and
had such headaches, nnd my kidneys were out of order. It was a misery for me to walk
around. I began taking the 'Golden
Medical Discovery' and the 'Pleasant
Pellets' and they put me on the road
to good health right away.
I want
to speak a good word for Dr. Pierce's
remedies to all sufferers." Harrison
Shepard, H. F. D. 1, Box 18.

Starririsht by obtaining this "Discovery" aj once from your neighborhood druggist in tablets or liquid, or
write to Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel
in Buffalo, N. Y., for free medical advice.

H OMENTA

instantly opens your head and
makes breathing easy. Fine for
CATARRH COLDS COUGHS
75 at stores or 854 by mall. Address
New York Drug Concern. New York

CHILD'S

the commission granted permission to
Kerstetter to drill at that place.
In the opinion of Judge Hassell, as
set forth in his recommendation to
the commission, no person has a vested right to drill an oil well in a graveyard, and "assuming that the tract is
in fact a graveyard, In my opinion
the commission should use to the fullest its power to prevent drilling within 150 feet of a boundary line for the
purpose of protecting a graveyard
against such an Invasion,"
It is within the police power of the
state undoubtedly, since It is promotive of good order, propriety and decency, to prevent drilling; an oil weU
In a graveyard.

Rice, $25,000; Mrs. Josephine A. Cornell, $20,000, and Miss Florence James,

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP

$5,000.

BOWELS

Llndsey's favorite story, Assistant
District Attorney Murphy declared,
was that he was a fellow member
with George P. Baker, Thomas W.
Lamont, Charles E. Sahin, Percy T.
Rockefeller, James A. StUlman nnd
other ghints of the financial district,
in a millionaire domino club, where
the time not spent in playing dominoes
was given over to planning big "killings" in Wall street. This club was
supposed to maintain secret rooms at
a New York hotel.
"I am telling you," he would say to
each new dupee, "what I am pledged
The
to reveal to no human being.
Domino club is the most powerful orThe members
on earth.
ganization
were all pledged to stand back of
each other to the uttermost farthing,
of Balzac's
and, like the members
'Thirteen,' to carry out one another's
enterprises by fair means or foul."
The Wall street men questioned say
they never heard of Lindsey.
years old, red
Lindsey Is
He
faced, and weighs 220 pounds.
was arrested In hiding In Overbrook,

Even a sick child loves the "fruity
taste of "California Fig Syrup." If the
little tongue is coated, or if your child
is listless, cross, feverish, full r cold,
or has colic, a teaspoonful will never
fall to open the bowels. In a few
YORK. Ten women,
hours you can see for yourself how NEW socially, who claim to have
thoroughly It works all the constipa
put more than $800,000 into a mythtion poison, sour bile and waste from ical
"pool" promoted by Alfred E.
the tender, little bowels and gives you Lindsey, broker, were summoned to
a well, playful child again.
appear before a Supreme court grand
Millions of mothers keep "California
Jury and help piece together the dea
tea
know
Fig Syrup" handy. They
tails of a remarkable story of "high
spoonful today saves a sick child tofinance."
morrow. Ask your druggist for genuine
The list of alleged victims of the
dlhas
"California Fig Syrup" which
n
broker Is headed by Mrs.
missing
rections for babies and children of all
N. Duke, divorced wife of James
ages printed on bottle. Mother! You B. Duke, "tobacco king," who claims
must say "California" or you may get she entrusted $325,000 to the engagan imitation tig syrup. Advertisement. ing Lindsey.
Others on the list
with their contributions to the pool
No Doubt the Doctor Is Right.
Include: Mrs. Dorothy Atwood, $275,-00"Queer, isn't it?"
Miss Catherine Adams, $40,000;
"What?"
Miss Charlotte Nillson, actress, $20,-00"The doctor says that my husband
Mrs. W. H. Arnold, $30,000; Miss
is sunffering from a lack of exercise."
Bogart, $lct,000; Mrs. Helen
"What is there queer about that?' Margaret
$31,000; Mrs. Adelaide V. Pa.
"He has been a member of the nth Burnett,
letic club for years."

.

fifty-eig-

Cutlcura for Pimply Faces.
To remove pimples and blackheads
smear them with Cutlcura Ointment.
Wash off in five minutes with CutlActing Gov. Earl Cooley
cura Soap and hot yater. Once clear DENVER.
I.nfnvettfi .ToiieS. WhO
keep your skin clear by using them for was sent to the penitentiary In 1007 on
daily toilet purposes. Don't fall to In- a charce of horse stealing, because
clude Cutlcura Talcum. Advertisement. Cooley, who was Jones' attorney, be
lieves that he did not defend him cor-

Governor Squares Himself as Lawyer

Materials for Tanning.
Our government experts have listed
twelve woods, 102 barks, nine leaves,
three roots and seventeen fruits and
seeds that grow in Latin America as
yielding tanning materials of Indus
trial value.

"My Pa hat lot of shirt to show.
He ayt that that' all right
As long at Ma has Faultless Starch,
To keep his shirts to white."

(MSB

mMasssia Jsvtiia

tempo-rnrll-

We stern Canada Offers
Health andVealth

snd has brought contentment and happiness to thousands of home seekers and their families who have
settled on her FREE homesteads or bought land at
attractive prices. They have established their own
homes ana secured prosperity and independence.
sections of the prairie
In the great
provinces there is still to be had on easy terms

Fertile Land

at $15 to $30 an Aon

land similar to that which through many years

rectly.
'The affair has been worrying me
all these years," said Cooley, after
nostlne Jones' pardon. "I am con
vinced to this day that lie was Inno
I was a young and inexperi
cent.
enced lawyer at the time nnd I am
convinced that it wns my poor defense of my client that sent him to
the penitentiary.
Jones wns a cowboy in Aguliar,
Colo., where he was known as Punch.
One day he was riding a horse belonging to a certain Dick smith when
met the county Judge and district
attorney.
when Smith charged
Accordingly,
that Jones had stolen his horse, the
cowboy found the officials ready to
side against him. Jones pleaded that
he was only using the horse
and that Smith had given him
permission to use It. He was convict
v

Dairying, Mlxsd Farming
and Stock Raising

make a tremendous appeal to industrious settlers wishing to improve their circumstances.
For Hlostrated Urerstor. maps . description of farm
ooportunltiM la Manitoba, easksteuswen. Alberta
aod British (Munuia, reduced railway ratal,
etc write
W.

Boom 4, Be

V. BENNETT
Bldg., Omaha,

Neb.

Authorised Asest, Beet, et Immlgratlesi
ana Celewraatlo. Oemlalea ef Camels

ed on September 25, 1907, and sentenced to five to ten years.
On June 14, 1910, Jones made his
escape from the penitentiary, but the
draft law was his undoing. Acquaintances discovered his name on the
books, and surrendered him to the
officers for $50 reward.
Jones' sister has made two visits
to Cooley asking her brother's release,
and when she returned to Aguliar she
had his promise it would be made.
Since his return to the penitentiary
Jones has been a model prisoner. He
is noted there for Ills skill as a leather worker.

Three New Bird Sanctuaries in Texas
SMrCTUMOt.

,

land. Healthful climate, good neighbors, churches,
schools, rural telephone, excellent markets and
shipping facilities. The climate and soil offer
inducements for almost every branch of
lne advantages lor
agriculture,

TECTING

AID

IN

GIVE

Three wild
have been established in the Lower Gulf Coast region of Texas, under the direction of
T. Gilbert Pearson, president of the
National Association of Audubon Societies, who has been spending several weeks in this part of the country making a study of bird life. The
reservations which have been taken
over for the breeding and protection
of birds are Green island, North Bird
bland and South Bird Island.
These islsndg already are populat

MERCEDES,

TEX.

A Short Time Ago I
Weighed Only 80
Now Weigh
Pounds
112 Pounds

PRO-

and

TANLAC

PROPERTY.

it what built me up eo
STRIKE

GOAL

TIEUP OF

FIRST

GALLED

BOTH

CITE AND BITUMINOUS

MINES

Newspaper

Union Newi

Berries.)

of
Intl. Suspension
Indliinupolls,
work by all union coal miners at midnight, March 31, was ordered by officers of the United Mine Workers of
Amerlcn, the call being the first ever Issued for both bituminous and anthracite workers to walk out simultaneously. Six hundred thousand men will be
affected by the order, It was estimated
officially. The suspension, the order
provided, will continue until stopped
by union officials.
The order, which wns sent to the
local unions, directed the miners
to give the operators their fullest cooperation In the protection of mine
property and counseled ugtiinst violence nnd violation of the law. In addition to affecting all union miners in
the United .States, the order also directed approximately 0,050 union men
In western Canada to join In the walkout, but did not apply to 14,000 miners
In Novn Scotin.
Never before In the history of the
coal industry lias a suspension or
strike order called for cessation of
work by all union miners In the United
Slates. In the past wage contracts In
the bituminous and anthracite fields
have not expired at the siune time, but
a complete tietip In union fields wus
considered (luring the great anthracite
strike in 1902. A sympathetic strike by
the bituminous miners at that time was
rejected by the union's convention, It
being nrgued that the soft coal workers were hound by a con tract.
The Issuance oj the call came with
the recent strike vote of soft coal
miners not completely tubulated, but
It was said officially that the work of
the union's hoard of tellers hud pro
grossed to such a point as to show
every field voting overwhelmingly in
Indication!
favor of a suspension.
s
of the miner!
were that
favored the walkout.
In
Cessation of the suspension,
whole or pnrt, Is left to the union's
policy committee, composed of more
than 100 union officials. Outstanding
among the questions to be considered
by the committee Is that of negotiatA
ing single state wage agreements.
division within the committee on thil
question seems certain, with Indications that a majority will oppose the
single state proposition.
The suspension order, which said
blame for the walkout In the soft coal
fields rested with the operators for
refusing to negotiate a new contract
with the union, and with the failure
to reach a new agreement with the
hard coal operators, wns mailed by office employes at the union's headquarters here In the absence of officials.
The procedure, however, hud previously been arranged by officials, and the
release of the call was directed by officers, who were in New York meeting
vith anthracite operators.
France Denies Jap Treaty,
Paris. The French government took
cognizance of reports It understood
had been circulated In the United
States to the efect that Marshal Joffre,
while visiting Jiipnn had signed a treaty for the exploitation of Siberia by
France and Japan.
Ousted Mexican Official Balks.
Mexico City. The situation In the
state of Jalisco Is growing grave in
consequence of the attitude of former
Gov. Busillo Vadillo, unseated recently by the local Legislature because of
alleged Irregularities In office. Deputy Antonio Vuledez Ramirez was
mimed governor by the local Legislature.
Senor Vadillo refuses to recognize the Legislature's decision and is
said to be planning establishment of a
new state government.
His followers
are reported as considerably agitated
and are said to he organizing armed
units.
Acts to Prevent Civil War.
London. The British government
bus Intervened to prevent war between
the Irish Free State and Ulster province. Sir
secretary of war in the British cabinet, announced In the House of Commons that the inililury garrisons In
the north of Ireland were being
strengthened and that efforts were being made to restore order In Ulster.
The sent of dsturbunce is the southern frontier of Ulster, where two
armies of orangemen and Republicans
face each other.

ed by many birds, some of which are
to be found in no other par of the
United States.
During his research
of the lower border region, Pearson
says he discovered not only many
practically unknown species of birds,
but he found the wilderness alive
with other kinds of wild animal life.
He was especially interested in the
Collared Peccary, commonly known In
this region as "The Javellna," or wild
Mexican hog.
These ferocious animals roam' the chaparral by the thouSecret Treaty Is Denied,
sands. Pearson said:
The sensation over,
Washington.
"This region has a wild life found
of a secret British-America- n
nowhere else In this country. The suggestions
"understanding" sudbird sanctuary and game preserve Is
A
denly flickered out in the Senate.
needed In this section of Texas besuccession of formal denials, emanatcause geographically conditions have
from sources that ranged from the
made it the home of a lnrge number ing
White House down, showered opponof birds strange to the other parts of ents
of the four-powPacific treaty
Because of the as
the United States.
they were preparing to ask for a
wonderful variety of game the terriformal Investigation. At the White
tory is being hunted through exten- House officials sold
flatly that no seunPxtinet
soon
be
will
It
sively, and
the character sugcret
of
agreements
less protection Is given,"
gested existed.

taytMrt.

wonderfully,

Barbara Weber, 31S
Van Nest Ave., San
Francisco. She is but
one of thousands simi-

ANTHRA-

London

of wheat
has yielded from 20 to 45 bushels
to the acre oats, barley and Sax also in great
abundance, while raising hones, cattle, sheep
and hogs is equally profitable. Hundreds ofa farmers in Western Canada have raised crops in single
season worth more than the whole cost of their

TO

DIRECTED

OPERATORS

(Western

One a Minute Also the New York Rate

GIVE

WORKERS

TEX.

hearing considerable opposition developed, not only by relatives of dead
persons whose bodies are burled In
At this time of year hone are liable to contract contagious disthese graveyards, but by oil compaeases DISTEMPER,
INFLUENZA, COUGHS and COLDS. As a
Is nies whose holdings are adjacent to
preventlvo against these, an occasional dose of "HPOHN'S"
As a remery for cases already suffering,
marvelous!
effective.
these graveyards.
Olve It as a preventive. Don't
"WI'OIIN'S" la equally effective.
wait. On sale at drug stores.
Anticipating adverse action on the
GOSHEN, INDIANA
SPOHN MEDICAL COMPANY
application, Kerstetter filed a supThe Horses Not to Blame,
plemental application with the comSpeaking Literally.
"It's funny how your horses are still mission to drill a well 170 feet from
in un East side schoolroom had been telling the class about afraid of automobiles here," said a the line represented as the Hancock
As this location is not
the four seasons.
Then she began her wlty resident to an old farmer.
cemetery.
"I dunno," answered the farmer used as such and is sufficiently requestioning, "How many seasons have
how an automobile must seem to .a moved from the admitted graveyards,
we?" she asked Rachel.
"Two Miss," replied the little deni- horse. Wouldn't it seem queer to you
zen of New York's sweatshop district, if you saw my clothes coming down
the rood with nothing In 'em 7"
Bslnek nnd busy."
MOTHER, QUICK!

ORDERED TO QUIT

IN HISTORY.

one-ha-

"Bayer" package

Handy "Bayer" boxes of
Aspirin U tb

Rheumatism
Neuritis
Pain, Pain

MINERS

600,000

larly benefited.
If you are under weight, if
your digestion it impaired, if
you are weak and unable to
enjoy life to the fullest measure, yoa should take Tanlac.
At all good druggittt.
Can Be Carried Too Far.
is all right," said Uncle
Elien, "but you can't git along wifout
conslderin' yon fellow man. Tryiif to
be too Independent of asslslitnce Is
what gits folks arrested foil counter-feitln'.- "
"Self-hel-

Weigh the average man nnd he will
be found wanting the earth.

No Rubber
but

More Stretch
In

or

ExcellO
RUBBIRLEU

SuspenderS
-a Year

and
Wear Guaranteed
Alk Your Dealer
ff h hunt them, ftrnd
direct, giving dealer

B

A

Prlc75c

name.

no sulMitltute
Accept
latxU tuid
Look for
D&ine on

(Sartors nd

(rumrnntee

Hose Supporters
buckle.
Street Suipender Co.. Mfr., Admn, Mich.

""The best
tobacco-bargai- n

I've ever found"
Here is the story of a man who
wouldn't take something for nothing:
1540 Hillcreet Road. Cleveland, Ohio
Lama & Bro. Company
Richmond, Virginia
Gentlemen:
About a year ago, in Richmond on s
business trip, I was fortunate enough
to be allowed to go through the factory
where you manufacture Edgnworth
Until that, time I had aupposed
thst tobscco msnufacture was s
simple operation, snd I wsa
very much Impressed by seeing how carefully you choose tbe leaf tobaccoa used
in Edgeworth, how exactly you blend and
treat tha vsrlous kinds of losves, how
scrupulously clesn your factory is kept.
Wring my visit I helped myself to s
can of Edgeworth from a pile on one of
the packing tablea. I'm enclosing 1 6 cents
to pay for that can. I know you'd have
been glad to give It to me, but I want to
pay for it becauas I consider it Ins belt
I'm ever found
Until thst time I'd never used a pipe
tobacco that really suited me. One kind
was too strong It left me groggy. Another burned unevenly and wouldn't stay
lighted. Still another gave me a
None tasted quite
like heart-burright, and practically every kind, utter
two or three pipefuls, left ms with a sure
tongue and a parched mouth and a dark,-darbrown taste.
Weil, I smoked that package of Edge.
wcrth from your factory snd, to be brief.
It suited me down to the ground. It was
s real And. I'veatuck to Edgeworth since
that time and ao tar I've failed to notice
any of the bad qualities that bothered
Several of my
mo in other tobaccos.
frlenda also have adopted Edgeworth on
my recommendation, snd they're ua
sbout it ss I am.
Yours very truly,
Signedl Edward A. Evans.

We can add nothing to such a
Would you like to
recommendation.
learn if Edgeworth would suit you as
perfectly? It may
jsj. not or it may.
CMWBiaatftr Just drop us a
d
bearing
your name and address, also those of
the store where
you buy most of
your tobacco. Wb
will send you
post-car-

samplesof Edge- worth in botll

forms

Sliceand

Plug
Ready-Rubbe-

Edgeworth

Plug Slice

con-

d.

-

iista of flat cakes made up of a large
number of thin, oblong slices. One
slice rubbed between the palms of
your hands furnishes an average
pipeful.
is the
Edgeworth Ready-Rubbe- d
same tobacco already rubbed up for
you and in form to pour right into the
bowl of your pipe
Both kinds pack nicely, light quickly, and burn freely and evenly to the
very bottom of the pipe.
Edgeworth is sold in various sizes to
miit the needs and means of all purchasers. Both Edgeworth Plug Slice
are
and Edgeworth Ready-Rubbe- d
packages,
packed in small, pocket-siz- e
in handsome tin humidors and glass:
and also in various handy
iars,
quantities.
For the free samples which we would
like you to judge, address Xarus &
Brother Co., 41 South 21st Street,
Richmond, Va.
To Retail Tobacco Merchant s If
you jobber cannot supply you w:'th
Edgeworth, Larus ti Brother Comyou prepaid by
pany will gladly sendtwo-dozcarton
parcel post a one- - or
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice
for the same price,
or Ready-Rubbe- d
you would pay tha jobber.
W. N. U., DENVER,

NO.

22.

t
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NEWS TO DATE

FOREIGN

Twelve hundred American troops of
the army of occupation have left for
the United States by way of Antwerp.
A dispatch from Vienna says It Is
authoritatively stuted there that Bul
garian mUltarlsts have overthrown the
cabinet of Stamboulisky and estabCAUOHT FROM THE NETWORK OF lished a dictatorship.
The first Swiss hospital train for
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
Russian children started for Volga
THE WORLD.
district a few days ago. It consisted
of thirty-fivcars of food and medical
supplies, with which It Is hoped to supDURING THE PAST WEEK port 20,000 children for three months.
Eamon de Volert has Issued a manifesto launching a new Irish organization the objects of which are to obRECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENT8 tain international Recognition of the
Irish Republic and repudiation of the
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
agreement with Great Britproposed
PEOPLE.

Southwest News

IN PARAGRAPHS

APPOINTMENTS

and Arizona

NUMBER OF P08TAL INSPECTORS
INCREASED FROM 420
TO 520.

Smftftt

Union

Km hrrtor)

Mrs. Mary J. Taylor, Arizona's old
est resident, died at Douglas at the

age of
day.

106

LOVE FOR GIRL

years, one month and one

j

WITH HER HUSBAND

New Mexico
(Waurn

"BUMS" WAY

CAUSE DEBATE

From All Over

e

BRIDE

PASS POSTOFFICE BILL

CAUSES MURDER
Haled Into Court, Judge Takes
Up Collection and Sends
Atlanta
Them on Way.
Chicago, A honeymoon tour on tha
rods of freight trains ended for John
Bower and his wife, Helen, each
twenty-thre- e
years old, when they were
arraigned before Judge John F. Hass,
In Chicago, on charges of disorderly
conduct With $15 collected in the

Turns Bandit to
uranry me wnims or a
Youth

Showgirl.

EACH

BLAMES

OTHER

Harvey Turner of the Diamond A
ranch near Separ, N. M., has Just com- APPROPRIATION
MADE TO RE- - courtroom, the couple finished their Boy Is Convicted of Murder, With
to Grand
Girl as Accessory Pitifully In
Journey from Chicago
pleted the shipping of 250 cart of cat
STORE NEW YORK TUBE
tle to California. There were five
Rapids, Mich., "on the cushions."
Love With Each Other-B- oy
SERVICE.
A special watchman passing through
trains of fifty cars each.
Was Not Even Wild.
ain.
the
two
saw
Chicago railroad yards
The town of Armljo, N. M is with
When the grandfather
of native
on
huddled
the
forms
closely together
out a postofflce and all the residents
Atlanta, Ga. Since time Immemo
twins, born at Lagawl In the moun(Woun Nmpwar Union Nmi lanto. I
rods of a freight train. They were rial women
(Wattn Hmtftm Union Km Stntet.)
have wanted things betain province, was arrested recently of the town are obliged to get their
The postofflce appro
mall at the general delivery window
Washington.
yond their reach and men have sacriWESTERN
for killing one of the babies in accord
ficed themselves to gratify the wishes
priation bill, carrying $623,773,000, was
Score of guests escaped from upper ance with tribal custom, he was "sur- of the Albuquerque office.
of women.
A big road program is being planned passed by the Senate after a heated
windows In their night clothes when prised and Indignant at being arrested
So It was In the Garden of Eden,
fight, The measure carries $63,309,
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TIRE PATCH IS FIRST

MARKS HELP TO

AID TREATMENT

IDENTIFTAUTOS
Locking Devices Are Good Protection Against Depredations
of Meddlesome Boys.
FEW CARS ARE WELL LOCKED
Professional Thief Discards Lleen
Plate, Chang Car and Engin
Numbers and Oblltrat
Every Mark.

IN

BETTER

SIRES

auts-fnobl- le

tion.
Good locking devices or thief signals are not to be despised. They are

a sure protection against depredations

meddlesome boys, and will cause
'the automobile thief so much trouble
that he will look for a car that Is
easier to take away. Where several
cars are parked this will not be hard
to find. Comparatively few cars are
left well locked, and many s.and
without being locked at all. Owners
sometimes forget to take the switch-ke- y
with them, leaving It In the switch
fcy

lock.
Work of Professional.
Should a professional automobile
thief get your car, he will take good
care that you will no, recognize It
should you see It again. You know
It now chiefly by Its license plates, car
and engine numbers, and a few
scratches, dents and slight pecullart- les.

He discards the license plates,
changes the engine and car numbers
rind obliterates every mark by which
you might Identify your car. Caution
Is his middle nnme. He likes to tear
down several cars of the same make
and reassemble them so that no two
of their principal parts will be found
He has
In any one car together.
looked everything over with great care
to see whether your initials are hidden under a washer, or whether there
holes anywhere conare
Lest you identify some
cealed.
scratch or dent he may use new fenders and repaint the car. Way to Secure Car.
If you could make a decisive Identification of a body, frame, engine,
gear case, rear axle housing or front
Bile, you would stand the best kind of
a chance to take that car away from
a crowd of claimants, even If your
markings could be found on but one
of these parts.
How near can we come to a system
of invisible markings, unlikely of
chance duplication, and readily discoverable by the owner or someone
authorized by him? There Is safety
Several
In numbers.
markings on
it less likely that all
each part-macan be obliterated.
Note of Secret Mark.
Take, for an example, the following
memorandum of a secret mark: "7
In. horizontally to the left of center of
the right engine suspension bolt,
scrape off the paint and find a drilled
hole filled with lead."
If you have several such marks,
carefully recorded, on different parts
of the frame, your identification will
become more positive, as it is highly
improbable that two or more of these
marks would be accidentally duplicated by some other person.
Many other methods of marking the
car will suggest themselves to the Inventive owner. It must be remembered, however, that secret identification marks are worthless unless they
are caypjilly and exactly recorded and
a record of them preserved. Henry It.
Thayer In Popular Science Monthly.

Records Show Campaign for Purebrede
Haa Extended to All State and

Atmosphere Are Right

Island Possessions,
(Prepared br the United atetee Department
f Afrleultura)

With exactly 5,900 persons enrolled
the "Better Sires Better Stock"
campaign at the close of the calendar
year 1921, records of the United States
Department of Agriculture show a continued Interest in this work which
has extended to all states and several Island possessions.
During the
year the number of live stock owned
by the persons enrolled Increased
from about 400,000 to 750,000. The
figures Include both male and female
stock. All of the males are purebred,
and the females, which may be of
varied breeding, are bred In all cases
to purebred sires.
It Is noteworthy that 56 per cent
of all female stock listed in the better
sires campaign are purebred. This
figure is 1 per cent higher than a year
ago. The effect of the use of purebred sires In reducing the number of
scrub animals on farms Is shown by
the small proportion of scrubs In herds
and flocks headed by purebred males.
The figure at the end of the calendar
year 1920 was 2.1 per cent and for
1921, 1.9 per cent scrubs In such herds.
At the request of several state extension workers a special report has
been made for the last three months
of 1921 with respect to progress by
states. Enrollments of persons agreeing to put their live stock on a purebred-sire
basis totaled 716. The
greatest activity during the quarter
was In Ohio, Nebraska coming next,
followed In turn by Washington, VirSAFETY AUTOMOBILE FENDER ginia, Kentucky, and North Dakota, In
the order named.
The leading counties during the
Frame Presents Arcuated Front Members Disposed In Substantially
quarter were Hardin County, Ohio,
with 100 persons signing enrollment
Horizontal Plane.
blanks.
Kittitas County, Wash., was
The Scientific American In Illustrat- second, with 56 enrollments; Belmont
ing and describing an automobile fen- County, Ohio, 49; Grand Forks Counder, the invention of B. Kempler, 1007 ty, N. D., 47. Other active counties
Simpson street, Bronx, N. T., says:
The invention relates to a fender
comprising a rigid frame presenting
Trying to make a blowout patch
do the Job of a permanent repair la a
good way to ruin tires. The tire patch
treatment to meet emerIs a first-aigencies, but as soon after the blowout
as possible It should be removed and
a permanent repair made. Unless this
la done, the casing will have one weak
spot that la constantly grow'ng
weaker.
A, blowout patch does not unite Itself with the rubber stock In a tire.
It remains separate, and, during the
warping that takes place while the
tire la In motion, chafes against the
ragged edges of the cut In the casing.
In time the hole reaches such proportions that It becomes difficult If not
Impossible to repair.
When a tread cut la responsible for
the blowout, the result Is usually a
clean-chole.
Severe bruises ordinarily produce- a ragged hole. Where
the fabric Is raveled or torn apart,
fabric separation is often the cause.
tires offered
The standard-makthe motorist today will not blow out
in their prime If they are treated with
care. Driving over glass, Into curbs.
Into road boles and against rocks is
usually responsible for loss of proper
The safest way Is to have
mileage.
your tires inspected regularly by a
tire man. He can eradicate the cause
of future trouble before It is too lao i.
-

e

A

Fragmentary Side Elevation of an
Equipped With Fender.

Automobile

arcuated front members disposed in
substantially horizontal planes and
spaced parallelly from each other,
rollers being mounted to revolve be
tween the arcuated members, a wheel
mounted to revolve in a horizontal
plane associated with the frame so
as to project ahead of the rollers In
proximity to said wheel, and means
for adjustably securing the frame.

it
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Entomologist
Report New Peat hi
Webworm
Form of European
Which Also Attacks and Injure Turnip and Cabbage.

Secretary of Agriculture I Consider
Ing Tentative Draft of Rule
and Regulation.

(Prepared br the United states Departmeal
f Agriculture.)

br the Uslted steles Departmeat
of Afrtculture.)
of agriculture Is cona
sidering tentative draft of rules and

Even the pungent and
are not sufqualities of
ficient to discourage Insect enemies.
In addition to two other specific and
two Incidental pests preying upon this
plant, entomologists of the United
States Department of Agriculture report a third specific enemy, known as
webworm
the European
and described In a bulletin of that
title, Department Bulletin No. 966,
Just issued.
The caterpillar, which does the
most destruction, Is of medium size
and Is also known aa the purple backed
as well as by Its regular
g

Greatest Total Growth f Stalk Mad
From Planting In May or
of Stat Stations
Corroborated.
June-Exper- iment

(Prepamd br the United States Department
of Agriculture.)
No gain Is made In yield or maturity
by planting corn before conditions of
soil and atmosphere are right, in the
opinion of the United States Depart'
ment of Agriculture. Corn growers
In localities with a long season have
observed that early and late plantings
of the same variety usually show wide
differences in growth and number of
days required to reach maturity. In
general, corn which is seeded early
requires a longer time to come up than
that which Is planted later. The plants
also grow more slowly, are shorter,
and bear their ears lower. These are
commonly observed effects of the date
of planting,
Best Yields From Early Seeding.
Studies recently have been made by
the United States Department of Agri
culture at the Arlington experimental
farm near Washington, D. C, in order
to obtain data which would supplement

that obtained earlier at the various
state experiment stations. Numerous
experiments have been conducted by
the state agricultural experiment sta
tions to determine the Influence of
the different dates of planting on corn
The state experiments re
yields.
viewed Indicate that the best yields
of grain may be expected from the
early seedlngs and the most rapid development and greatest growth from
the later seedlngs. Neither the extremely early nor the very late plant
lngs are desirable.
The department Investigations were
directed more to a study of the effects
than
upon growth and development
to determining the most desirable date
of planting from the standpoint of
yield. The results of these studies,
r
which extended over a
period,
are presented in Department Bulletin
No. 1014, Effect of Date of Seeding
on Germination, Growth, and Development of Corn, by E. B. Brown and
H. S. Garrison, which may be had
upon application to the department.
The varieties of com used In the
experiments cover a wide range in the
length of the growing season required.
The data tabulated are limited to the
characters that seem to have been
the
consistently affected, although
joints studied Included the rapidity
of germination, the number of days
from emergence to ripening, the height
of stalks, the number of ears per plant,
the average weight of ears, the average
yield per plant, and the number of

ROAD PROGRAM

FEDERAL-AI- D

(Prepare

The secretary

regulations for the administration of
the federal highway act, approved
last November, under which 175,000,-00- 0
Is appropriated for the construe
tlon of federal-airoads, but will not
promulgate them until he has conferred with representatives of the
state highway departments. The secretary Is Impressed with the need for
between
closest possible
the federal government and the states
In the development of the federal-aihighway system called for by the act,
and the value and serviceability of
the system will not be Jeopardized by
a hasty decision as to the roads which
will comprise It or the regulations to
be followed in carrying out the purposes of the legislation.
Fifty million dollars of the appropriation became available January
1.
The remaining $25,000,000 was
made immediately available upon approval of the act, November 0, last.
In formulating the fundamental
rules which will govern the states and
the federal government in administering the law, the Department of Agriculture Is seeking the counsel of the
state highway departments as represented by the executive committee of
the American Association of State
Highway Officials. Members of the committee are: George P. Coleman, state
highway commission, Virginia; Paul
D. Sargent, chief engineer, Maine;
Austin B. Fletcher, state highway engineer, California; W. R. Neel, state
highway engineer, Georgia; Thomas
H. MacDonald, chief of the bureau of
public roads. United States Depart-- ,
ntnt of Agriculture; George E. John-Bosecretary, department of public
Root Showing Value of works, Nebraska; Ira R. Bownlng,
member of highway commission. Utah ;
Deep Digging for Straight Roots
This Applies to All Root VegeUblee.
horse-radis- h

d

horse-radis- h

d

web-wor-

n,

Horse-Radis-

h

it
name. While favoring
Is also known to attack turnip and
cabbage, and after feeding on the
lower surface of the leaves sometimes
webs them together near the ground.
When abundant, It attacks the stalks
even down to the roots. It was first
discovered in injurious numbers in Virginia, near the District of Columbia,
in 1019, and occasional attacks have
been noted In Massachusetts, New
York, New Jersey, and Wisconsin. The
moth of the species Is rather a bright
ocher yellow, with a wing spread of
about 1 inch, peculiarly spotted. The
eggs are deposited in compact masses
containing from half a dozen to a
score. They are a little Drignter
green than the leaf, and each egg It
surrounded by an Irregular ring of
yellow spots.
The webworm may be controlled by
suckers.
on
arsenlcals and by
In all the experiments the germinaand more readily on
tion of corn increased in rapidity as other crops by fail and spring plow
the date of seeding occurred later. ing and frequent cultivation.
When sown early the
northern varieties came up sooner than
TEST SEEDS BEFORE SOWING
the varieties from the central and
southern states. When sown later
De
the differences In this respect were not Of Big Advantage to Farmer to
termlne Purity and Germination
usually apparent.
of Various Grains.
May or June Favored.
The total growth of stalk was
Whether the seed is for sale or fo
greatest from the seedlngs In June and his own use on the farm, the farmer
will find it to his advantage to test
his seed, or have It tested, for purity
and germination. In making a purity
test, according to the United States
Department of Agriculture, It is cus
tomary to determine the percentage of
pure seed, Inert matter such as dirt,
chaff, and broken seeds, and foreign
seeds, Including weed and other kinds.
A sample is taken varying In weight
from 1 to 100 grams or more (a teaspoon for the clovers and
grasses, a tablespoon for the grasses,
and a considerably larger amount for
cereal grains), depending upon the
size of the seed being examined. For
the germination test usually two lots
of 100 seeds each are pluced on or
between blotting paper, canton flannel, or such material, and kept in a
room or chamber at a temperature of
60 degrees to 80 degrees F. for 3
to 28 days, depending upon the kind
of seed being tested.
Samples for purity and germination
Plant Corn in May or June for Beit
tests may be sent to the seed laboraGrowth and Yield.
tory of the United States Department
D. C,
May. The total growth was least and of Agriculture at Washington,
rate of growth slowest from the April or to the nearest branch seed laborseedlngs. Development was more rapid atory of the United States Department
of Agriculture at Washington, D. C,
In the later than In the earlier seedseed
or to the nearest branch
lngs.
The number of ears per stalk, the laboratory located at Lafayette, Ind.;
size of the ear, and the amount of Columbia, Mo.; College Station, Tex.;
Ore. and Berkeley, Calif.
suckering bore no consistent relation Corvallls,
The
to the date of seeding.
period was longer in plants PUSHING ROAD CONSTRUCTION
from the early seedlngs than In those
horse-radis-

hand-pickin-

MJTMBOiLE

short-seaso- n

It is estimated that automobile tour- Castor,
ists entering Quebec In 1921 spent no
less than $36,000,000.

Registered Morgan

Horse.

were Ellis, Okla.; Gallia, Ohio; and
These results make
In many cars looseness of the engine Lewis, Wash.
bolts, those which hold the engine in Hardin County, Ohio, with a total
place, may cause misalignment of the of 166 enrollments, the third highest
power plant, and serious trouble will county In the United States, the first
and second being Pulaski County, Va.,
be the result.
S. C, 176.
440, and Greenville,
If upon examination the crankshaft
The widespread Interest In the use
or connecting rod bearings are found of purebred sires as a means of Imto be worn a little more on the ends proving live stock is evident from the
than in the middle It may be taken number Of counties where the work
as a sure sign that the crankshaft Is has already gone forward. Live-stoc.
not quite true.
owners In 548 counties, and, in addition, In the islands of Guam and Porto
Rico, were participating in the work
at the end of the calendar year.
Summary of Results In "Better Sires
Better Stock" Campaign, October 1, 1919, to December 31,' 1921,
by States Having More Than 1,000
Animals Listed.
Persons Animals Poultry
Listed
Enrolled Listed
State
1.C61
44.6C;
94,904
Virginia
U6.332
67,420
1,000
Nebraska

fed

'

Do

horse-radis-
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EXTREME DESIRABLE

Pungent Qualities of Plant
Not Discourage Bugs.

five-yea-

ALL OF CUBA RUN ON ALCOHOL

my

NEITHER

In

prick-punc-

ke

Gained by Seeding Be
fore Conditions of Soil and

Nothing

Reckless Driving Over Ola, Int
and Against
Curbs and Hols
Rock I Largely Reepondbl
for Lot of Mileage.

DOES

H

LARGEST YIELDS

ii

Follow
INTEREST

HORSE-RADIS-

NOT REPEL ENEMIES

d

It la believed that at least one
out of every dozen manufactured and sold Is stolen. How many
stolen machines are ever recovered by
their rightful owners la another ques-

It

Permanent Repair Should
Soon as Possible.

PLANT CORN FOR

LIVE STOCK
FACTS

ONLY

NEW MEXICO

mffrn
11 Mf ill

i

'
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&

i

Transportation is done in Cuba by alcohol, the forbidden fluid being bo
plentiful that it has been found cheaper to fill one's tank with alcohol Instead
of gasoline. In fact, 80 per cent of the motor- driven vehicles of Cuba are run,
by alcohol. Note the price signs; they tell the story.
This Is a scene from a fuel station In Havana, Cuba.

Ohio
South

Carolina..
Washington ....
Kentucky
Massachusetts .
Texas
Vermont
Connecticut
Indiana
North Carolina.
Oklahoma
Florida
Colorado
Wisconsin
West Virginia ..
North Dakota..
Minnesota
South Dakota...
Utah
Montana
New Mexico ....
Nevada
New York
Idaho

901
3o2
262
260
ISO
162

W
98
87
86
73
72
71
62
62

W
(3
60
42
40
27

a

37,404
6.504
8,151
7,915
6,149
12,606
4,753
8,692
3,347
1,489
3,736
7,231
2,847
2,862
1,734
3,340
1,294
9,30
4.023
18,846
9,482
4,466
1.269
1,069

87,263
4,744
46,891
18,010
10,978
6,797
4,066
10,624
9,077
3,179
7,672
6,415
3,280
4.97Z
6,860
4,948
2.135
4,917
2,114
2.402
1,276
995
L204
461

Diseases Decreasing.
Diseases of live stock are said to
be decreasing and a general Improve
ment In quality Is reported by the
Department of Agriculture.
Feed for
Fed liberally
of corn each
winter as well
on hay and on

Wintering Sheep,
on straw and one ear
per day, sheep will
and more cheaply than

small-seede- d

3

pollen-sheddi-

from the later seedlngs.
Seedlngs
earlier than normal resulted in slight
gains In the date of silking.
These experiments corroborate the
conclusions of the state experiment
stations, that corn may be planted In
the vicinity of Washington and other
localities with a similar season, any
time after May 1, without danger of
the seed rotting. The best conditions
of soil and atmosphere usually come
between May 10 and May 20.

grain.

Better Animal Result.
Better sires (n all cases mean
ter animals.

Start
bet-

Vegetables

Early.

Hotbeds and cold frames give) a
chance to start vegetables earlier and
tain on the weather and Insects.

In Economlo
Marked
Improvement
Condition
for Highway Building in United State.

A

Modern

Machine

Working

on

a

Rutty Highway.
R. J. Windrow,
state highway engineer, Texas; W. D. Uhler, state
highway engineer, Pennsylvania ; and
D, P. Olson, director, bureau of high

ways, Idaho.
Pending definite decision upon details of the federal highway system,
each project submitted by the states
will be examined with the utmost care
by the bureau of public roads to determine whether it ie likely that the
roads proposed will come within the
federal system as finally selected. The
department regards the approval of
tills system as of great importance.
Each project submitted In advance of
the definite decision upon the system
as a whole will have an effect In
fixing particular routes and so deLocation of
termining the system.
the projects, choice of routes, and
character of Improvements proposed
will be given close study.
Each stute highway department has
been requested to submit as soon as
possible to the Department of Agriculture a tentative ninp showing routes
proposed for primary and secondary
systems. In examining and passing
upon these recommendations special
consideration will be given to social
economic
and
questions Involved,
such as service to population, established trend of truffle, existing Industries, natural resources, etc. In considering plans for Individual projects
special attention will be devoted to
grade crossings, gradients, curvature,

bridges, general drainage conditions,
locution of materials, supplies, etc.
Much Money for Roads.
Receipts of the automobile division

of

the

Pennsylvania

highway

depart-

ment reached the enormous totul of
$9,377,401 last year, the lnrgest In the
history of the division. This amount
Is nn Increase of more than $2,000,000
wer the receipts of 1020.

Cleanliness Lead to Success.
Given a chance, poultry will return
conditions
for highway jood profits on the Investment. CleanEconomic
Is one of the best guarantees of
building in all parts of the United liness
States have shown marked improve- success.
ment. Railroad facilities for hanRoads Built In 1921.
material are much
dling
Nearly 28,000 miles of good road
Labor conditions
have
Improved.
been such as to aid road building. have been constructed In this country
The Increasing number of unem- In 1021.
ployed men and the depression genFight High Freight Rate.
erally causing more men to be thrown
.jowl roads are the weapons which
out of employment, have been favorable to contractors In pushing road farmers need to fight high freight
rales.
construction.
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FARM CHEAP LAND
Why Western

rists

Canada

Agricultu-

Are Smiling.

Low Overhead Expense and Bountiful
Crops Have Enabled Them to
Overcome Agricultural

Depression,

.

The recent agricultural depression
brought to the eyes of the world the
fact that one of its basic industries
was likely to suffer a severe blow unless steps were taken to secure a remedy.
Physician after physician applied remedies, but even parliamentarians and newspapers were unable
to place their finger on the pulse that
would respond. As It appears today,
It was a spasmodic wave due to the
ebb and flow of the tide of readjustment that was bound to follow a dis
turbance such as the Great War
caused.
Psychologically It was bound to
chnnge; there was certain to be a reflex movement that would bring agricultural conditions back to the place
where they normally and rightly belong.
Efficiency

T

high-price- d

I'nn

American Confidence of
In
to lie held April 20-2Baltimore In connection with the
il
third unnuiil convention with the
League of Women Voters, will
be an Important gathering. Its purpose is to curry forward the movement initiated at the Second Pan
in
American Scientific
Congress
Washington in 11)15 hy the formation of a woman's auxiliary commitbetee to develop closer
tween the women of the Western

FIE

Women,

Hemisphere. The Invitations to the
conference were sent out hy the United States
State department on behalf of (he National League
of Women Voters, which is the latter day form of
National American Woman Suffrage
the
association. Early acceptances were received
from seven Central and South American nations
and ftt (his writing ofliclal representation of virtually all the republics of Hispanic America seems
assured, as well us of Cunadu. The attendance
of delegates from women's organizations of various kinds is expected to be large.
The opening feature of the conference will be
a lories of round-tablconferences on subjects of
especial Interest to women. They Include such
topic as child welfare, education, women in industry, civil status of women and social hygiene.
The gesslons will be In charge of eminent women,
each an expert on her special subject. These experts have been Invited to lead the discussions,
but It Is expected tlint delegates from the Pan
American countries will play an active part.
The League of Women Voters has planned Its
program In the belief that not only will a Pan
American gathering of women tend to cement a
closer bond of fellowship between the American
peoples, but that very definite results may be
achieved through the round-tabl- e
conferences.
Thinking women everywhere are Recognizing today the necessity of raising the' standards for
women In Industry, of securing legislation that
will guard the civil rights of women, und of protecting lu every possible way those who need protection. To this end it Is fitting that the women
at the American continent should come together
to discuss the best means to the desired end, and
that they should have un opportunity to help one
another through friendly conference and consulta-

Can-ad- n

old-tim- e

e

tion.
Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt, president of the International Woman Suffrage Alliance ami honorary chairman of the National League of Women
Voters, who Is to lead a conference dealing with
the "Political Status of Women," has said :
"We know that women have particular desires,
hopes w hich ure peculiarly their own, Ideals which
their habits of thought uud life have developed
within them. It Is of the utmost Importance for
all women to draw closely together, so that those
who think and are uble to formulate constructive
programs may give to their groups, their communities, the highest Interpretation of the woman's
point of view."
conferences are to be held on
The round-tabl- e
April 20, 21, and 22. Sunday, April 23, a mass
meeting Is planned, which will be addressed by
the Pan American delegates, the general subject
This topic
being "Leaders Among Women."
should cull forth not only Inspiring stories of the
women whose names are recognized In the history
Of

and sound business judgment are needed more in agriculture
today than ever before and are as Important to the farmer as to a railroad
company, or to a great steel corpora
tion.
The farmer must endeavor to secure
an equal footing in the competition
for a lower cost of production. In
Western Canada the farmer has come
through the dark era with that forti
tude and determination so peculiar to
a new country, and Is meeting the
changed situation with energy nnd a
smile. In Western Canada the farmer
Is not hampered by an annual overhead expense of heavy Interest on
land. He Is able to produce at a minimum, because his land
value seldom exceeds $50 an acre.
Owing to the fact that he Is farming
land the price of which Is from $25
to $50 an acre, producing crops of
wheat running from 20 to 40 bushels
per acre, und other grains in proportion, he is able to produce at a low
cost. In addition to this, a fact which
should not be lost sight of, Is the large
area that he can farm at low cost, giving him an added advantage In reducing the cost of production.
The corn that the farmer fully expected to bring him over a dollar a
bushel, he saw carried away to the
market, and bring back a 30 or 40 cent
check. Wheat for the whole of
averaged 80 cents n bushel In 1921
as compared with $1.(52 In 1920; oats
37 cents as agnlnst 53 cents; barley
Other
47 cents as against 83 cents.
While
grain prices similarly fell.
other parts of the continent, where
is carried on, have suffered In like manner by deflation In
prices, they have had to face a much
higher cost In production, such as high
farms, and high
rents,
taxes. Farmers had calculated on receiving war or nearly war figures for
their grain nnd therefore were amply
justified In submlttlnc to the tax that
soaring land prices set upon them.
Western Canada fortunately did not
suffer from Inflated land prices. Therefore, when grain prices fell, the losses
sustained were not so great; they did
not cut out the margin of profit, exclicepting In some cases where some
matic conditions caused it.
Why not take advantage of the
Homeseekers' rate to any point In
Western Canada, of return rate single
fare plus $2.00, and get information
from the nearest Canadian Government agent? Advertisement.

the Americas, but news of the great women

of our own day, pioneers of this generation, who
are making the way easier for the women and
children who are to come.
On the evening of April 24 a banquet will be
held. There will be speoehes by eminent men and
women of the United States and by the Pan
American delegates. The general subject of these,
ipeeches Is to be "International Friendliness."
The next three days will be given to sessions

the annual convention of the National League
Women Voters. To these meetings the Pan
American guests are cordially Invited, and all the
privileges of the floor will be accorded them except a vote.
The program for the conference will not close
until April 29. Plans are being made for the entertainment ot the delegates during the closing
day, Hnd many groups and Individuals have expressed a wish to extend hospitality In some form
to the visitors. Bryn Mawr college has Invited
the league to bring Its guests to the college for a
M. Carey Thomas, Its president, will
iiy, when Dr.
ytva them a luncheon. Goucher college, In
also wishes to throw open Its doors to the
conference guests and extends a cordial offer of
hospitality and
Other speclul features that have ben planned
are trip to Annapolis and a day In Washington.

Of
Ot

Haiti-mor-

The Invitation to Annapolis, the capital city of
Muryhmd, comes from the governor of the state,
who will receive the delegates. A visit to the
United States Nuvul academy will be Included In
the program of the day.
The duy In Washington will be given largely
to visiting places of interest the Capitol, the Pan
In
American Union, and other public buildings.
the evening a mass meeting will be held, at which
prominent speakers will discuss "What the Women of the Americas Can Do to Promote Friendly
Relations" a subject which embodies the guiding
thought of the entire conference.
Mrs. Maud Wood Park, president of the National League of Women Voters, has said that women
are Instinctively ready to work together for the
things that they wish to accomplish, because their
Interests are
rather than competitive.
"Women's distinctive Interests," Mrs. Park said,
"are In common home muking, children, general
welfare whereas men's distinctive Interests are
sometimes of necessity conflicting and have to be
settled by compromise. There Is nothing about the
ordinary occupations of women which Is competitive. To illustrate, If the women of one nution
are able to secure a
measure, and
to develop and Improve their work along these
lines, their step In advance is a help und not a
hindrance to the women of all other nations. The
occupations and Interests of women are the occupations and Interests of peace, and lend themselves readily to
While the leaders of the round-tablconferences will prepare outline programs covering the
topics under discussion, they have agreed that
tJiese programs should he Informal and elastic,
offering umple opportunity for free expression of
ideas.
Miss Jullu Wade Abbott of the United States
Bureau of Education, will be In charge of the
conference on "Education." Speaking of the plun
for this conference, Miss Abbott says:
"It Is significant that the women of the Western
Hemisphere should come together at this time to
discuss education In Its relation to the welfare of
This conference should help
women and children.
define what Is meant by the term 'American education.' For the term American education should
be applied not alone to the 48 different state systems In the United States of America. American
should define an education that Is based upon the
common needs and Interests of the people In this
New World : In Canada, In the countries of Srfuth
America nnd Central America, and In the United
States of America. On this side of the water we
ore more or less free from academic traditions.
As women, we have been the first teachers of the
race, and with us education has always been related to life. Is It too much to hope that because
we bring an untrammeled point of view to this
conference we may make a real contribution to
education? In discussing educntlonul conditions
in the different countries the efficiency of the
schools' may be tested by the degro to which
they are providing for the great objectives of
education health, practical efficiency, citizenship
and the enjoyment of leisure."
Miss Mary Anderson, chief of the Bureau of
Women in Industry of the United States Department of Labor, will be the leader of the conference on "Women In Industry." She says:
"The conference will be Interesting to the women In Industry because of the large Import and
export of commodities produced In South American countries and In the United States. Women
In the Industries of all these countries are faced
with common problems which must be solved in
Industrially the Americas are linked
und the standards of one must affect those of the
other. For lnstunce, in both the South American
countries and the United States we have commodi
e

e

ties which are manufactured In the homes. Home
work lu these lines Is not what It was before the
development of Industry when all the spinning,
weaving and the making of clothes, shoes and
gloves, and most of the food products which are
now made in the big stockyards, were manufactured in the home. The difference in home work
now nnd then Is that Instead of work going from
the home out In the factories, the work Is now
collected In the factories and taken to the home,
The
finished and carried back to the factory.
poor conditions which usually surround home work,
the child labor which enters into it, the Impossibility of regulation by law either as to sanitation
or hours of labor, and the competition of low
wages, all militate against the health, happiness
and efficiency of the Individual, the Industry, and
the community."
The conference on the "Prevention of Traffic
In Women" Is to be led by Dr. Valeria H. Parker,
executive secretary of the Interdepartmental SoDr. Parker speaks of the
cial Hygiene board.
plan as follows:
During the past three years the United Stateo
government has been expending generous sums of
money for soclul hygiene purposes.. The Women
of the United States have supported the government program actively. They recognize that much
remains to be accomplished und are determined
to use every effort to prevent the
of the vice districts closed during the war. There
are many vexatious problems connected with the
abolition of the social evil.
Miss Grace Abbott Is to lead a conference on
"Child Welfure." Miss Abbott is chief of the children's bureau in the United States Department
of Labor. She says of the conference:
Latin Americans interested In the problems of
child care took the Initiative in calling a Pan
American Child Welfare conference In Buenos
Aires In 1916. Its' objects were to establish and
cultivate a common understanding of these problems among those who are specialists In that field.
A second meeting of the congress was held In May,
On both of these occasions
1919, In Montevideo.
students and workers in the field of child enre In
the United States failed to appreciate the opportunity which, the conference offered for comparIn the work, as well as for
ison and
Pan American acquaintance and understanding.
This Invitation to the women of North and South
America to join with the League of Women Voters In the discussion of child welfare and other
common problems Is therefore a peculiarly happy
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Postage prepaid to any point. EASTERN
SHOE
HKI'AIlt FACTOIt V. Yellow
Front, 1533 Champa St. Donver, Colo.
PH'K, PII'E, PI'K
If It Is pipe you are looking for, we
have any size, any kind.
Havens Uros., 1622 Wazee St., Denver.

C0.11PLI4T13

at

Denver's best medium priced hotels:
Adams, ISth & Welton; Wm. Penn, 18th
& Calif; The WlndsorlSth & Larimer.

INFORMAL
Commercial inquiries answered and
information gludly furnished without
cost. Address any firm above.
Denver School Builds New Home.

f

Deliver.

The

School

of Commerce,

of Denver University has purchased a
site at Twentieth street and Gleuarm
place and will begin construction of
The plot
a new building this month.
opposite the civic center first selected
has been given up in deference to the
protests ngainst interfering with the
plan of civic betterment involving the
use of the latter site. The new structure will measure 75x100 feet and will
contain two stories nnd a basement.
If will be fitted not only with classrooms, hut with offices, cluhrooms and
a large gymnasium. Its cost, Including
will approximate $75,000.
the land,
The School of Commerce is now located at 1043 Champa street and at
Thirteenth avenue and Haunock street,
but still It is necessary to hold classes
In the lobbies, and halls. The new
building will he ready for use before
the opening of the new term next

grnln-growin- g

high-price- d

Young Dodge Gets Jail Term.
Detroit. John Duval Dodge, millionaire son of the late John F. Dodge,
the Detroit automobile manufacturer,
was sentenced to five days In the
house of correction and fjnj;dj .$100 by
Judge Charles L. Barrett, In Recorder's Court when he iMmltted drivmiles
ing his automobile twenty-threan hour three milea in excess of the
speed limit.
e

Cat-tailObeys Instructions to Get
Huntington, W. Va. "Go out and
a teacher at Enget some

sign school here Instructed students
lad,
in a botany class. A
whose name Is withheld, turned up the
next day with the bloody tails of seven house cats. "I chopped 'em off with
a hatchet," he remarked with some
.
pride.
t

All Depends.
No place Is so fine as It seems when
you are homesick for It, and no place
so bad as It seems when you are
homesick in It. Farm Life.

"Gold Coast" Shaken by Bomb.
The "Gold Coast," the
Chicago.
home of many of Chicago's wealthiest
families, was shaken to its foundations
of
by a bomb exploded at the
Alderman Charles J. Agnew.'

When Heine Was a Tramp.
Heinrich Heine was a tramp. He
trudged all of one summer through Saxony In an old coat. He was going to
Weimar to flatter that seems
As he wandered through the
llurz mountains conning the speech
he meant to make to the great German
poet, he plucked plums by the wayside. When he reached his destination
he forgot his eulogy and could only
stammer his praise of Saxon plums.
The railing, cynical exile of Paris,
prodding his enemies with a trenchant
as a
pen, was thnt summer lovable
tramp. Exchange.

Admits Having Eleven Wives.
Indianapolis, Intl. Confessing that
he has hud eleven wives, some of
whom ho does not even remember by
name, Isaiah Moore, 32, alias George
S. Melrose, Is held here, charged with
Moore adbigamy nnd embezzlement.
mitted defrauding several women of
sums of money, police say. Moore Is
charged with embezzling $500 from his
last wife, Miss Harriet Evans, now a
school teacher in a northern Indiana
town. He Is said to have deserted her
here one week after marriage.

odd-Go- ethe.

Suggestion.
Klchard, age five, had been left at
homejn the care of one of his toaunts
one.
the
"The Conference on Child Welfare will have for a few days. It appeared
managed to
before It the problem of public provision for (1) nunt that Klchard usuallyshe had fordo just the things that
maternity and Infancy, (2) child hygiene, (3) child
him to do. Finally she menlubor and Industrial problems affecting children, bidden
tioned that fact to Richard, only to
and (4) children In need of special care toe dereceive the following reply: "But,
pendent, neglected, defective and delinquent chilthink of those things
formal
can
be all but nuntie, I never
dren. It Is hoped that
papers
them; and then it
about
talk
till
you
eliminated and Informal discussions and exchange
1 just
must do
me
to
that
seems
of experience and plans can be relied upon to make
them."
the conference one of really practical value. It
ought to be possible to work out as a result of
His Business Secret.
these meetings what may be regarded as Pan
"Kindly inform the court how you
American standards in these several fields of child
to keep your credit open,"
welfare, which will be an expression of what the monaged
was demanded during a trial for bankwomen who represent the young, rich and powerthe deful republics of the New World hope they may ruptcy. "Certainly," replied
to suggest that
secure for all the children of the American re- fendant, "but allow me
this information behind closed
publics. It may be that out of this meeting there I impart There are several of my comdoors.
In
national
a
care
the
will be developed
rivalry
and I have no desire
of children and, In consequence, of the quality of petitors present,
secret."
the
them
teach
to
will
In
there
such rlTnlry
be only
the citizenship.
rejoicing on the part of all as the standard Is
Don't Be Afraid.
pushed higher and higher."
We never knew of a man catching
"The Civil Status of Women" will be the subject
cold from leaving off his bad habits.
t,
of a conference led by Mrs. Mabel Walker
Boston Transcript.
assistant attorney general of the United
States.
Wllle-brand-

ii
SrUOIAl. IllSII
you mention till
flritm below.

Judge Releases Model Prisoner,
Leavenworth, Kan. After serving
nineteen years of a lifoj term for murder, Frank Jones haayen released
here.
from the federal penitentiary
When Warden Biddle notified Jones of
his release the prisoner declared his
"You may think It strange
Innocence.
that I entered a plea of guilty to murder and now declare that I am Innocent, but I did it to escape mob violence,'' Jones told the warden. Jones
has not violated a single prison rule
since 1913, Warden Biddle said.
Entertainers Demand Compensation.
New York. Appreciative, but
wireless amateurs, who have
been sitting at home
listening to
world famous entertainments, face an
edict of the Actors' Equity Association that such performers Thust be
paid for their work. Annocement Is
made that the council of the association has ruled that the radiophone is
competing with the theater and that
those who talk or sing In the transmitting apparatus must be compensated.
g
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Cpncp
you make a mlstuke, find
WHEN why
you mutle it. Think it
over a few minutes. Fix In your mind
the manner in which it happened. Be
ashamed of it, if it Is a bad mistake.
Stare yourself about it, if it is a
dangerous one.
The child never forgets the mistake
he makes when he puts his finger In
the. Are. That mistake he has to think
about for a long time afterward. One
of the kind- Is always enough for
him,
Admiral Peary's Eskimo dogs made
the mlstuke of eating all (hat was
given them when they were encamped
in the Arctic regions waiting for one
of Ills dashes to the pole. Apparently
they remembered thut mistake when
food ran out and some of their
number had to be eaten.
When the survivors of the pack returned to America they were very
sparing of the food that was given
them, and burled the remainder. More
than that they scoured the neighborhood for food to bury. They had had
time to think over their mistakes.
Mosf people have much the same
sort of work to do every working day.
Those who do not think over their
mistakes continue to make them and

'le

DYED

JIT How to Read Your

Jlch'ctrl'i:
-

14 AND

Uncommon
ANALYZE MISTAKES

vni
a
wm

and Tendencies the
Capabilities or Weak
nesses That Make for Success or
Failure as Shown in Your Palm

JOHN
BLAKE

THE FINGER NAILS
the "moon at the rot of
WHEN finger
nails shows a red

for the most part they always stay
where they are.
Men who make the game mistakes
twice never get the confidence of an
employer.
Those who think about their mistakes, and find out ways to eliminate
them, are those who get along.
It Is better to discover your own
mistakes than to wait for the boss to
discover them. Discover them early,
and you can do without them the
next time.
' Go over your work. If it Is not up
to the mark that you ought to make,
you have either made important mistakes, or wasted time, which In itself is an Important mistake.
Think about that. Let it sink Into
your soul. Think how it held your
work back, and what the repetition of
It will do to your life's work.
This may not contribute to your repose the night you are thinking about
it, but it will make you sleep better
for mnny a night to come. Perfection Is the absence of mistakes. We
cannot any of us achieve it, but we can
all achieve a pretty fair substitute by
cutting mistakes to the minimum.

color of mixed shading, it is an indlca-Hoof a combative nature, which de
lights in contests of bodily strength
Note whether the
or mental ngility.
nail of the finger of Saturn, or second
finger, bears a white mark. This Is
held by some authorities to indicate
a voyage to be undertaken y the sub
Ject. If a nail shows blttik marks, it
is an Indication of soirw and trou
ble. On. the thumb nnU the blnck
mark shows a faulty, ftissionate na
ture. On the nail o the finger of
Mercury, the little finger, a white spot
means a successful business enter
prise, and a black spot means the
a reverse or disaster in busl
ness.
d
mark
If there is a white,
on the nail, It is a sign of affection
that Is not reciprocated, except when
the mark appears on the thumb nail
when it menus the opposite, or re
quited affection.
Nails of medium length and width
and of a bluish tint, show that the
circulation of the blood Is faulty, and
there Is a tendency toward extreme

(Copyright.)

(Copyright.)

SCHOOL DAlS

Fair-mou-

d

Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOKIA. that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that It
Bears the
Signature of
In Use for Over 80 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Old and Gray.

AFTER EUERY MEAL
Select your food wisely, chew it well,
.ind use WRIGLEY'S after every meal.

Your stomach will thank you.
It is both a benefit and a treat good,
and good for you.
And, best of all, the cost is small.
TRY

Sugar jacket "melt
in your mouth" and
gum center remains

THIS

NEW ONE

the
usual Wrigley't?
to give

"BAYER" IS ON
GENUINE ASPIRIN

all

you

benefits.

You

Cross."

If you want the true, world-famou- s
Aspirin, as prescribed by physicians for
over twenty-on- e
years, you must ask
for "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin."
The "Bayer Cross" Is stamped on
each tablet and appears on each package for your protection against imita
tions. Advertisement.

inclined to speak of a
person's faults, though he or
she may be unfriendly towards you,
restrain yourself, and think of your
own shortcomings.
Then, if you are a charitable soul,
yoti will turn your conversation into
another channel where there are no
hidden dangers and go sailing under
cleav skies In Joyous sunshine.
One thoughtless, impulsive, slanderous word spoken in the presence
of others, and particularly In the hearing of those given to gossip and disposed to magnify what they hear,
mat- luin an Innocent man or woman
for lit.
Clean your own house before you
sot about the task of cleaning the
housS cf your neighbor.
I'uvge your own soul of shortcomings and you will find yourself so
busy !n doing It that you will not have
time nor inclination to discuss the
defect of others.
"Let hlwiwithout sin," said the
Master of Meijl "cast the first stone."
In lying down to sleep, In waking
And the accuwers of a hapless woman and in motion, there come no
regrets,
stole away, one by one.
no torments to torture a guilty conno
remorse
that ages the
science,
Yo ir faults and my faults have come heart and drives the soul to despair.
down to us through the ages.
If It did nothing else, this charSo, let us always curb our speech, itable observance would serve at least
we
be
and think noble to give you peace, make you greatwherSver
may
thoughts Instead of the kind that de- hearted and enable you at all times
base others and ourselves as well.
to strike the nicest balance between
Aside from the good policy of speak, right and wrong, and to hold the reing no evil, there comes to the man spect and love of the community In
or woman who may adopt It, a divine which you live.
sense of serene happiness that cheers
And after all is said and done, what
our wtiy like the stars of night.
is there more to be desired In life
And another thing that accompanies
than the good will of neighbors, whose
such a course is the ability to make hearts and hands are always warm
friends and hold them In all sorts of and friendly?
weather.
(Copyright.)
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MOTHER'S
COOK BOOK

HERE IS IDEAL PHILOSOPHER
Gets Rid of Trouble
the Simple Process of Burning

Happy

add different kinds
Shape into balls or
lined with waxed
firm cut into cubes.

FOR THE CHILDREN

Put one and

one-hal-

f

cupfuls of

of a cupful of water and two tablespoonfuis of corn
the cold weathojiJt Is more frequently
sirup into a saucepan. Boll to the soft
niado in the hLJ.
ball stage and pour out on a buttered
platter to cool. When cool, work with
Fondant.
Opera
a wooden spoon until creamy. Set
Put two cupfuls of sugar and one uway covered with a cloth. When
ready
cupful of heavy cream Into a saucepan to prepare, melt over hot water, add
and stir until the sugar is dissolved peppermint and drop by teasponnfuls
and the boiling point Is reached, then on waxed paper. Wlntergreen patties
of a teaspoonful of may be
add
prepared by adding a bit of
cream of tartar and boll until the sirup pink coloring and wlntergreen flavormakes a soft ball when dropped into ing.
cold water or until the candy thermom- Copyright, 1922, Western
Newspaper Union.
eter registers 238. Pour at once witho
to
a
dish
on
marble
out scraping the
INTENSIVE
slab or large platter lightly greased
FARMING.
with butter. When cold work with a
The Visitor-- Do
wooden spoon or broad spatula until
you call this
It forms a ball. Cover with, a damp
a dairy farm ?
It's no bigger
cloth and leave for half an hour. Then
than a city lot.
knead and mold with the hands until
The Dairyman
smooth, adding such flavoring and colTrue!
But, you
oring as doornail and pack In a crock.
see, 1 feed my
Cover closely and leave until wanted.
cows
on comsugar,

h

pressed hay

lets
give
milk.

and

tab-

tbqy

condensed

Up.

by

XyJZ"
ADDING

Wrappm arm

INSULT

TO

Vpi

INJURY

"By George, but this Is a fine day!" Still, It Must Be Admitted That Thief
Had Logic of Matter on
exclaimed one man as lie met another
His Side.
on the street.
"You
'Yes, so it is," was agreed.
A man was charged In Glasgow with
are looking very happy this morning."
.
After the
"Happy? I haven't .been so happy in stealing a herring-barrelthree months."
charge hod been proved the accuser
"What has occasioned your happi addressed the magistrate:
ness?" was asked.
"'Deed, Sir Ilallle, the man nt the
"When my mull came in an hour ago bar is a great rogue; the stealing o'
it brought to me a coal bill, a bill from the barrel Is nothing to some of his
last
the grocer, a letter from my landlord tricks. He stole my slgn-bour- d
raising" my rent, and a doctor's bill two week, and what does your honor think
years old. Also a notice that my taxes he did with it?"
UIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIDIIU
"That would be hard for me to say,"
had not been paid and n gas and elec
tric light bill."
replied the magistrate.
"Weel, sir," said the witness, "I'll
"It was enough to fairly crush one
and I can't see how you can be happy." tell ye. He brought It into my aln
IV
t
"Why, It Is a very simple thing. All shop, wP my aln name on It, an' offered
I hnd to do was to put the bills in the to sell It to me, as he said he thoiu.'lir
Will M. Maupin
fire, and forget all about their arrival. It would be o' malr use to me than
aimitiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiinl Yes, sir, It is a mighty pleasant day. anybody else."
When you have trouble on your mind
LITTLE MAN
Hard on Grandma.
the best way is to burn It up." St.
t.
In a school not so far from IndianfTPHE "Biggest Boy" hns gone away, Louis
apolis the first grade teacher taught
But "Little Man" Is here.
the children to say "yes mam," and
No Up to Dates Ones.
I miss- - the "Big Boy's" heavy tread,
North "Has Alice any of the old- - "no, main."
But rising sweet and clear,
One of the children was telling this
fashioned virtues?" West " I suppose
I hear the "Little Man's" request
so most of them are."
at home to grandma.
"When "Daddy's" face he sees:
(Irandmn answered, "Well, that Is
"I'm papa's ownest Little Man
The manufacture, sale or keening proper."
Give me a penny, please !"
on stock of mutches containing phosThe child said. "I'rnpv nothing. I
never heard of such a thing before."
in llelglum.
is
illegal
phorus
Is
The "Biggest Boy"
not nt home,
And though his absence hurts
At lenst there's comfort
I can find
Clean collars, socks nnd shirts.
And when I look about und see
The "Little Man" at play,
That lonesouie feeling in my heart
Just somehow fudes awuy.

!

T"IDDIES SIX I
rN

L

But "Little Man" still stands
Beside his "Daddy's" easy chair
And stretches out his hands;
of chopped fruit. He smiles and says witli coaxing voice
While climbing on my knees:
press Into a box
paper and when "I'm papa's little man today;
Give me some candy, plouse I"

Cream Mints.

Man

Them

The "Biggest Boy" has "lilt the trail,"

Opera Bonbons.
Divide opera fondnnt into several
portions, flavor each and color, then

Already Decided.
Leonard is a
lad, who adores his duddy. Recently he, his father and his mother
and his little sister went for u visit
with his grandmother in a neighboring
In passing through Marion
village.
they stopped at a stand to have their
shoes shined. The presiding genius of
the shoe shining 'establishment while
at work on Leonard's shoes, suid :
"Well, my little man, what are you
going to be when you grow up?'
"A daddy," was the prompt reply.
Indianapolis News.

Take Tablets Without Fear, if
See the Safety "Bayer

"I7HEN

ALL times of the year the chilATdren
clamor for candy, but during

Each package of "Diamond Dyes" contains directions so simple any woman can
dye or tint her worn, shabby dresses,
skirts, waists, coats, stockings, sweaters,
coverings, draperies, hangings, everything,
even if Bhe has never dyed before. Buy
"Diamond Dyes" no other kind then
perfect home dyeing is sure because Diamond Dyes are guaranteed not to spot,
fade, streak or run. Tell your druggist
whether the material you wish to dye is
wool or silk, or whether it is linen, cotton or mixed goods. advertisement.

NAME

RESTRAIN YOUR SPEECH

CANDIES

"DIAMOND DYES"

and her niece were standing at the brink of the Grand eunyon.
Flnnlly the woman spoke, "Do you
know, my dear," she suid, "I think the
canyon is beginning to show Its age.
It's lots dirtier than when I was here
six years ago."

A. WALKER

With weights and measures Just and true,
Oven of even heat;
tins and quiet nerves,
Success will be complete.
Mary C. Upham.

WITH

A woman

limit
By F.

HER SKIRT, DRESS,
SWEATER AND DRAPERIES

nervousness.

Something to
P--

NEW MEXICO

ADVOCATE. RESERVE,

One boy has gone to fight his fight;
One boy remains with me
The "Biggest Boy" with bearded lip,

The "Little Man" aged three.
And may the one who's far away
'Midst life's hard toll and care
Remain as fond of "Dad" as he
Who stunds beside my chair.
(Copyright.)
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THE CHEERFUL
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wisdom in the daytime
A LITTLE
rest than
is a better assurance
of

any amount of anxious wishing when
at night.
nerves are
do at noon often has
more influence on sleep than what you
want and hope for, at midnight.

What you

Coffee's drug element, caffeine,
whips up the nerves, and when its
use is continued there's usually a pen- alty which no amount of mental effort
can avoid.

The part of wisdom, as so many
thousands have found, is
to turn away.from
and adopt
rich, delicious Postum as

the mealtime drink.
Postum delights the

to-dtj-

my

MAN

BE CONGRATULATED

TO

Poor Bookkseper
joicing

Over

Was Doing Hi
the Arrival of

taste, but brings no

dis- -

"Reformers can talk about the evils'
of race suicide as tliey will, nobody
in these duvs of high prices consider
a large family li blessing."
Dr. Hahnemann Morflt, the Chicago"
eugenist, was addressing the IlirtfJ
Control league.
"Even
the reformers," he went
on, "seem to advocate large families'
for other people rather than for
themselves.
They lire like Hunker.
"'Bunker, you look blooming,' snld'.
his boss. 'What nre you rejoicing'
over this fine morning?'
'"I am rejoicing, sir,' said Bunker,
the poor bookkeeper, 'over t lie blrtli1
of twins.'
" 'Humph.
salt!
Congratulations,'
the boss dubiously.
"'Oh,' said Bunker, 'don't congratulate me, sir. Congratulate GeorffU
Evans, my worst enemy. He's the
lucky man.' "Detroit Free Press.
Spirit That Makes for Victory.
handful of pine-seewill cover"
mountains with the majesty of pre
forest, and so I too will set my fffrf
to the wind nnd throw my hnntlful (it
seed on high. Flonn Maclead.
A

d

turbance to nerves or digestion. Even
the little children can share in the
of Postum at any meal.
It's better to anticipate
than to be driven by them.

warnings

It's better to encourage and preserve sound nerves and complete
health than to listen to the clock ticks
at night and say. "I wish I "
You can get Postum wherever
good food or drink is sold and served.
An order today may be the beginning,
for you, of the great satisfaction and
comfort which so many others have
found in Postum.
Voul grocer bss both forms: Instsnt Poatn
(in tins) msds instantly in the cup by the
addition of boiling water. Postum Cereal (in
packages of larger bulk, for those who prefer
to make the drink while the meal is being prepared) made by boiling for 20 minutes.

h-fc--

y!

Postum for Health

Re-

Twins by Proxy,

"

I

'

Wishing for sleep
is a poor way to get it

nerve-stimulati-

dt-nd-

i

Valuable Prtmium--

"There's

a

Reason

Mads by Postum Cereal Co., luc, Baiils CiW Mich

'

NOTICE OF SALE
House and Jail Bonds;

anonooooDonononocononononononoDooonooonon

Of Court

J.

Bonds for the purpose of
Federal Aid and Forest
Road Projects, and Bonds
Purpose of Constructing
pairing of public roads and
in

Catron

meeting
Reserve O
for the El
and Re-

9

bridges
El
County, State of New

Mexico:
Notice is hereby given

that the

a

un-

dersigned, ccuntv tiefi.tuier of the
County of Cation, in the State of
New Mexico, will on, Thursday, April-(ith1922, at the hour of three o'clock
in the afternoon of said day, at his
office in Restive. New Mexico. nfTer Q
for sale and sell to the highest bidder
forcash, the following described bonds;
Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000.00)
Court House and Jail Bonds, bearing
interest at the rate of six per cent per
annum, payable in thirty years from
date, but redeemable, at the option of
the county, twenty years from date
Ninety Thousand Dollars ((90,000,00) 131
of Federal Aid and Forest Reserve
Project Bunds, bearing interest at the
rate of five per cent per annum, pay- H
able in thirty years from date, but
redeemable at the option of the county
twenty years from dale.
Twenty-fivThousand Dollars
(125,000.00) of Bonds for the construction and repairing of public roads and
bridges in Catron County, State of
New Mexico, healing interest at the to
late of six per cent per annum, and
navuble thirl v veais from date, hut
redeemable at the option of the county
twenty years Irom dae.
No bids shall be considered for less
than 90 per cent on the dollar and
the ur.dorsigneil reserves the right to
reject any and all bids received.
Dated at Reserve, New Mexico, this
BUNTON & MADDKN
Gth day of March. 1922.
August Kiehne,
OFFICES
County Treasurer.
MAGDALENA
SUCORRO
,
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Sound
Business Counsel
Clients of this institution
are always welcome to the

ad-

0

vice and judgment of our experienced
officers regarding any personal business matters.

The proper kind of a banking

e

connection can be used to pro
your judgment as well as
your money. Even a small
savings account depos
ited with this bank
iu miitp viidirit'nl to

establish proper

Safety Honesty -- Courtesy Service

The RESERVE STATE BANK

Lathe Work

State of New Mexico

Phone No. 3

E

HOT and COLD RUNNING WATER

Hotel Aragon

MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN MAGDALENA

A MD

at

Courteous Treatment
that the Market Affords

WANT YOUR PATRONAGE

j

Reserve Pool Hall I
Higgins

&

McAfee, Proprietors

Cigars, Tobaccos, Cold Drinks
Lunch Goods

A pleasant place to spend a leisure hour

or

two

just v hat it cost to freight
the railroad besides

lime from

O

o

a
o
a
o
o

Dealer

(jft

in

I I

a. I

We have the latest styles in

Ladies' Spring Hats
Ladies' Spring Dresses
Ladies' Spring Suits

Inspection, Solicited
Mail orders given our careful attention

MAGDALENA MERCANTILE
MAGDALENA,

NEW

C

MEXICO

.

FORDSON TRACTOR

Till colors and kinds
Turk's.
Pat Luna, of the First National

T. C.

Bank, t.f Magdalena was in town
Sunday and Monday.
District attorney Fred Nirh-ulas- ,
of Magdalena. was in town
Monday Lokmg lifter legal busi
'
n ess it1 pro hate court.
T. C. Tuik and A. W. Anderson
made a business tup to Mug
.:alena' Monday
returning
Tuesday evening.
Ferry's Garden Seeds at T. C.
are lh best.
Tuik's. Thi-of thJ. A. Ko-First Na
tional Bank of Magdalena, was
in Reserve Monday on business
connected with the W. J. Andrus
estate.

TT

New Spring Goods

$230 Drop on

Onion Sets,

EAT AT THE

fiagtfafena Cafe
WE APPRECIATE

ss'

and cleaning as soon as his new
He
shop building is completed.
guarantees all work and asks for
the patronage of the public in
his two specialties,
Barbering
and Cleaning and Pressing.

The Best Meals and Dining Room Service

Good Servicp
All the Pelicaees

is

)
)
)

-

Every Effort to Please Our Patrons

MAGDALENA

Wilson Bldg.

In all the Courts

prairie dogs.
New Barber Shop.
How about that car. Is it sick
...
Bob James, a first class barber oi ailing. IIn so see ur. run, me
is now open for business at the fixer, he sure does the work.
Pool Hall. All work of the best
Mr. James will also do pressing

HERMAN A. FUNKE, Proprietor

YOU VISIT

Fitch Bldg.
Practice

County of Catron
the purchase price there.
Before mc, a notary public, in and
Jacobo Jiron.
for the state and county aforesaid perCAL
H.
who
A.
Carter,
sonally appeared
having been duly sworn according to
Ahora tengo en mano sufici-entlaw, deposes and says that he is the
Cal en cualquier cantidad
publisher of the Reserve Advocate
neseciten
uue
por $25.00 tonel
The name and address of the pubes justa-- j
lisher, editor, managing editor and bu- puesta en Reserve,
siness manager, is A. H. Carter, and mente e! precio que se paga dej
his address, Reserve, N. M.
flete de Magdalena, a esta lugar,
That the owner, is A. H. Carter, and
al eonsumidor el pre-- !
salvandole
his address is Reserve, N. M.
In
nnr
r mia
ea
nno inacrar
tiona
WV
fJ ' ...
K"
Ub
III
UVIIV
That the known bond holders, mort
de
gagees and other security holders own cal en Magdalena, garantizo
ing 1 per cent or more of total amount oar completa satisfaction y de
of bonds, mortgages or other securities venderles de
primera clase.
are none.
Jacobo Jiron.
A. H. Carter, publisher.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
Remember you can get poison-grai- n
first day of April, 1922
at Gaunt's Pharmacy on
T. C. Turk, Notary Public
and
after April 9th. Kill the
My commission expires March 14, 1925

EVERY JOB GUARANTEED

WHEN

STATKMKNT

1, 1922.

Welding
Gas, Oils, Accessories and Supplies
Compare our prices with others.
Oxy-Acetyle- ne

We Use

o
o
o
ao
a
o
o
n

The Born line meets the demand for
lower prices without sacrificing anything in quality; large sales volume
makes this possible.
Come in while woolen stocks are complete and see the really fine clothes we
offer, tailored as you like, at your
preferred price

Of the ownership, management, etc.,
Home Lime
required by the act ot Congress of
I have now on hand home
August 21, 1912.
Of the Reserve Advocate, published burned lime and will deliver same
weekly at Reserve, N. M., for April in
Reserve at $25 a ton. This

The Reserve Garage

STEAM HEATED

D

.

t

MODERN,

o
o

BOnoaODODOnOQODOOaODOaOBOGODQQODODODOaoil

banking connections.

A. G. HILL, Manager.

o

T. C. Turk, Reserve,
Resident Born

tect

General Repairing,

ao
a

O

What do you consider a fair
price for a good suit? Name
the figure and let us show you
how much quali y it will buy
in a suit "Tailored by Born"

1srv

-

Clean Up.
makes a town more
clean
attractive than
neat,
streets and alleys. Reserve is
attractive but it would be much
more so if our streets, alleys and
Nothing

yards were keep clean. Remove
the unsightly garbage and tin
cans from your premises. There
are dumping grounds where they
would not be an eyesore to every
passerby, and it will not only
help the appearance of the town
but also make ita much healthier
place in which to live.

n

Price effective today
F. O. B. Detroit

fry

$395.00
Magdalena Price $476.75
Come and see us about it

OCEAN TO OCEAN GARAGE
Magdalena,

Incorporated

$ew Mexico

